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3 caw. bejo/ie you not wanting to /iei;ea# uiio 3am,

3wisk to confess sins.. .3 do not desewe.

£tfands t/iemfoCe and pe/ispi/iation beads my b/iou/.

eAlot a wokd can $ speak as tea/is JaCC intoanyste/iicaC e/iy.

^tkeababy nu/ising at motne/t's beast ^^ino( comfo/it in you/t silence.

A you/i eyes a/te ansu/e/is to my jeorts.

3^cd my ftps quiiie/i, and with conse/iiatii/e anxiety $ manage to say.

"£Wp me."

..^Uau/teen ^ta^Uanna



Conversations

with God
By Krista Sollenberger

Ul
Ixobert, I've got the answer!"
Robert was in no mood to suffer fools

gladly. "Mom, you called me all the way back
from the car to tell me that? What answer?"

"You asked me last night." She was
determined to say her piece.

"Mom, last night was a long time ago. I

asked you what?" Robert was losing his

patience — and losing his temper.

"The answer is: 'Maybe Moses was a better

listener than you are!'" She got it out in one
mouthful, almost afraid that her son would
tolerate no more than a moment's listening.

Robert was shouting now, "Mom! I'm late

for class. I'm worried about that Iceberg in Math
101. And you torque me up about religion? At

7:30 in the morning?"
He stomped for the door as his Mother

called after him, "Robert! I laid awake all night

thinking up an answer and the least you can do is

hear it! Moses was a better listener than ROBE-
R-T . .

.!" Her voice ended in a shriek.

He slammed the door grumbling about h

Mother and the age of menopause and how st

made life impossible for him when there we
,,

really important things to worry about — "Th

Math 101 is going to kill me."

Robert stalked to his low blue automobi
and fumbled for his keys. "All I did," he grur

bled, "All I did was ask why God talked

thousands of people thousands of years ago, ar

He never talked to me just once?"

He was talking aloud to no one in particulci

or maybe, everyone, the whole world, in genera

He smiled, "Clever, that line of mine: 'And \

even gave Moses a burning bush to talk to!' An
all I get is a bunch of dummies."

He leaned over to put the key in the loc

Something brushed past his face and fell on tH

stack of papers in his left arm. An orch

blossom from the great tree in the front yard.

Robert stood erect. He looked down at tt

wet blossom — soaking his Math 101 assig

ment. "That crummy tree ..." he started to s;

ii



ore, but a more urgent thought flashed into his

ad. The message rumbled as if called down
)m heaven:

NOT A SPARROW SHALL FALL,
3ETHREN, WITHOUT YOUR FATHER
slOWINGIT.

He paused a moment. "Why would I think

at?" he asked. "Why would I think a Bible

essage in the middle of a busy morning?

aybe Mom really got to me with her religion."

He shook his head as if to snap the thought

/ay. A sparrow, a flower — whether God knows,

rmits or wills it is neither here nor there. I've

it Mr. Berg and this Math and —
"No one!" he shouted as he swung the door

en.

"No one!" he laughed as he hurled himself

^hind the wheel.

"No one!" he screamed as he turned the key

start the motor, "Absolutely no one is going to

dw me down. I'm going to 'ace' this Math and

ugh at the world. The birds are singing. The
ass is growing. God's in his heaven. All's right

th the world. . .

"

Robert stopped. He stared down at this gear

lift handle. First I get the God business from

om, then a flower falls in my arms, he thought,

>w what? "I am quoting, who is it? Browning?
hy would I refer to the Big Boy? I get Mom off

e subject and I take it up."

The smile returned to his face as he revved

b the motor. Cazoom! Cazoom! Gear shift in

verse, he floored the accelerator as a blue

reak flashed into the street.

As he backed into the street amidst the

^ueal of smoking tires he caught the sight of

'ie tousled blond hair of the neighbor's child

Dining toward his reversing car. Robert slam-

ed on the brakes. The car came to a halt inches

torn the child's bicycle. The young boy was
hying.

"Mum" he screamed. "Rawbt near killed

10."

Immediately the mother appeared. "Oh no!"

loaned Robert. "That nit-wit kid — and now his

Mother. Mr. Berg is going to kill me if I'm late."

The neighbor child, retarded from birth

ljury, was the source of tension between the

arents and Robert. Everything Robert did was
/rong when it came to the child. He lost his

patience with the kid who pulled up his flowers,

who tantalized his dogs, who was forever tagging

after Robert with a "Huh, Rawbt, cun I help ya'?"

The small child in his unknowing friendliness

was never deterred by Robert's "Get out of my
way, you little looney."

As Robert sulked behind the wheel of his

car, the mother loosed a barrage of abuse.

"Robert, she yelled, "Your driving nearly killed

one of God's innocents."

This was too much for Robert. "Mrs.

Kaplan," he shouted, "God damn your little

dummy! He's always under my (and Robert

muffled some of his worse swear words under

the "Cazoom" of his motor — under my
wheels."

But, she heard! She always heard. "Robert,"

she called, "You listen to me." And Robert

listened — and listened — and suddenly

amongst all the talking a louder voice boomed
into his ears:

INASMUCH AS YE HAVE DONE IT UNTO
THE LEAST OF THESE, MY BRETHREN, YE
HAVE DONE IT UNTO ME.

As Mrs. Kaplan recounted Robert's sins he

was strongly silent and reflected on his own
behavior. He would never, he thought, behave

that way to a "well" child. Why this cruelty to a

helpless neighbor child that must be as dear in

many ways as anyone else. He would change, he

decided, he would be a friend to this little boy.

He looked up at the angry woman as she

was completing her tirade. "And futhermore,

young man," she said. "I can't believe you eat

with the same mouth you talk with. You have got

to quit your terrible swearing around my son" . .

.and

THOU SHALT NOT TAKE THE NAME OF
THE LORD THY GOD IN VAIN.

Now, Robert was troubled. That voice again.

Not a voice, really, just a "loud thought." And it

continued the thought of the screaming woman.
Was that what his Mother had meant. God
doesn't talk to Robert because Robert doesn't

listen? Was God's voice in this case really Mrs.

Kaplan's — or the other way around 9

"I should be thinking about linear equations

and God talks to me all day," he said. But listen,

he thought, that's the way college kids talk.

That's Joe College — Charlie Campus. I'm really



"There" with that kind of talk.

But, God had not offered a proviso with his

commandment, he thought. He didn't say, "No
cussing except at college."

He would change, he decided. He would
develop a good vocabulary and drop all this

infantile cussing. "Mrs. Kaplan, may I go now,"
he asked. She continued her chastisement, the

boy kept crying and Robert left his driveway

slower and saner than he had since he first

learned to drive.

Heavy stuff! So early in the morning and I'm

"knee deep in religion." Maybe I'll be a preacher.

Maybe that's really where my talent lies,) am so

smooth in thinking about such things. Many
thoughts crossed his mind so that he didn't

really see "the problem" until he was upon it.

There, in the middle of the street, sat a man.

An old man. A ragged and unshaven man. As
Robert approached the scene, his head was
spinning. A man sitting in the middle of the

street. And there, beside him on the street, was
his hat. He was looking at his hat.

Robert swung his car in a great arc around
the old man and still glanced at him in his rear-

view mirror. The old man was still there, making
short stab-like movements to pick up his hat.

Robert laughed at himself. That's it. He's an old

drunk. He'd better watch it or he'll be run over.

BUT A CERTAIN SAMARITAN FELL
AMONG THIEVES . . . AND A LEVITE CAME AND
LOOK ON HIM AND PASSED BY ON THE OTHER
SIDE.

That voice again. That persistent Bible-

quoting thought. Yes, I can be the Good
Samaritan. God is giving me a chance. I had my
chance and I goofed it. But I'll go back. Robert

forgot about the demands of his Mathematics

Iceberg and made a U-turn to return to the old

man.

He was gone! Just my luck, thought Robert.

Someone else will shine in God's sight. Not me.
He criss-crossed the area where the man

and his hat had been. Nothing. I'll change, God,
really. Put another poor old man in my path and
see what happens.

He made his way without enthusiasm back
to the street to college. 'A day like this can
change a person'/he murmurred!'l'll never be the

same again."

Waiting for a red light, Robert heard a

tapping on his side window. There stood th

dirtiest hippie, dirtiest clothes, dirtiest beard he

had ever seen. "Say, good buddy," the shaggedi

one said, "Could you give me a lift?"

Robert shook his head "no" as he imagined!

how the hippie would foul the air in his car. Th©
bearded one suddenly turned mean and flashed a

bad gesture back at Robert.

Immediately, the car door swung open.

"You're looking for a broken nose ..." Slowly,

Robert got back into his car, "Yes, God, I heai

you", he said. He opened the door for the hippie

and said, "Name it, friend, and I'll take you

there."

Later, as he returned to his campus route,

he was ready for the voice. He said it aloud im

unison with the voice:

WHOSOEVER SHALL SMITE THEE ON THY
RIGHT CHEEK, TURN TO HIM THE OTHER
ALSO.

Robert never became aware of his remaining

miles on campus. He was somewhat startled

when he drove onto the campus. Startled

because he had been thinking of many other

things. More important things. He sat in the

parking lot, looking at the Mathematics Building

Inside, Mr. Berg would be noticing that at least

one student was not there. Robert made no move
to get out of the car. Instead, he started it and

drove slowly off campus. Back home, he was
ready for the next voice.

HONOR THY FATHER. HONOR THY
MOTHER.

No, I've never been really mean to them. I've

been their friend. But the word "honor" kept

booming though his head. It has to be more than

friend, huh, God. To Honorthem?
"Robert!" groaned his Mother. "Why do you

treat the neighbors so terribly? Mrs. Kaplan just

left and she is so upset."

Robert smiled and fastened an orchid

blossom in his Mother's blouse. "She's won-

derful, her son is wonderful — and you are an

angel."

"Mr. Berg sure must have taught you
something besides Mathematics, today," said

the angel.

"No, Mom, the one I've been talking to has

his office above Mr. Berg's."





patience

always

mocks me
maureen lamanna

Upon awakening, I detected something like

the color orange passing in front of my eyes, but

it was so vague that it remained nameless. Im-

mediately,! realized that monstrous Monday was
forty eight hours away, and I didn't have to be

Responsibilities' Man-on-the-beat; therefore, the

reality of morning posed no threat. Still in bed, I

made an automatic attempt to retrieve my bed

covers, for usually during my sleeping hours,

Bizarre, the family Yorkshire terrier, would tug at

them until he had secured adequate sleeping

guarters for himself. (Bizarre has definite visions

of grandeur and has never accepted the fact that

he is an animal). On this particular morning my
covers were intact. I thought it strange but then

so is Bizarre. I wrapped the covers around me
and closed my eyes. I cuddled for a few moments
waiting for my eight year old son, Philip, to tip-

toe into my room, place his tiny face close to

mine, and with his Saturday- morning .Skippy

peanut .butter breath whisper, "Mom are you

awake?"
I strained my senses to detect a scent of

coffee brewing, but nothing except the summer
breeze entered my nostrils. The fact that I

couldn't smell the coffee meant that my mother

wasn't in the house either.

"Okay, I thought, where is everyone?" I

turned over on my left side, wiped the sleep from

the corners of my eyes and shot a quick glance atl

the clock. It read 7:15. Instantly, I remember that!

Philip, my Mother, and Bizarre were in New Yorki

on vacation. I was completely alone, and would
be for seven more days. I knew then that I had

what many people long for — time . . . time to be

alone, to day-dream, to recharge my creative

energies ... time ... Ugh! I hated it! I didn't

enjoy anything without my family. Time had been
haunting and teasing me for the past three days,

letting me know how passive I could be. I had

tried to modify my feelings by keeping busy
those three days, yet I felt stale without

someone to share important moments.
Turning in bed I began to appreciate the

uniqueness of family life, how each other's love

nourishes and just how lonely I was feeling. A
second later, I was angry with myself for acting

like a simpleton. I felt as if I was walling myself

up. I had an uncontrollable desire to call and say

"Come home," but I sabotaged my thoughts with

the same speed with which they had erupted.

Lying there in bed, I firmly believed that limiting

my family's time for change, adventure,

aloneness, would be comparable to bondage,
and my love wasn't selfish, so I got hold of my
emotions and decided to get out of bed.

Once on my feet I headed for the kitchen

and started some coffee brewing. I poured

myself some — prematurely — it tasted like

rusty rain water. Patience, not one of my virtures,

mocked me. I shrugged my shoulders, opened
the glass sliding doors, and went out into the

back yard. The evergreens sustained droplets of

dew, and I wondered if trees minded the night.

The earth felt damp to my bare feet, and I

apologized for disturbing a lizard. A warm
silence engulfed me. In the distance I thought I

heard an owl hooting. Leisurely I turned, taking

pictures with my eyes, and a blanket of serenity

caressed my whole mental and physical being.

The hooting ceased. Just then a voice, very

similar to my own, said, "knowledge unmasks
truth and truth imparts love." I understood.

Because I allowed my family their individualities

I saw truth, gained knowledge and understood

love.

With that new inspiration I went back into

the house and decided to wait out the coffee, but

instead I nervously cried.
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Not- so-Beautiful People

Plastic zombies don masks,

Linger on artificial scents,

Put on acts with studied roles

Even at most intimate moments . . .

Sorrowfully packed in fragile wrappings

Of fake luminescence and frigid linings.

They never break from puny prisons.

They are so small and so crippled,

They'd be desolate facing life naked,

Afraid to see they have no vision . . .

Break their carcasses crystalline

And find a vacuum within

Juana Hopper

photo by Dwayne Black

Bitch

Victim of a crushed velvet generation.

Disco musaq pumping through her veins,

"Miss Florida" is queen of "Pete and Lenny's"

With conversation memorized and feigned.

She's a bitch.

And she's too, too proud of her

too, too pretty clothes.

And she drags her troup of hypocrites around

Everywhere she goes

Yeah, she's a bitch.

And what's worse than that, it shows.

She believes herself to be elite

Due to her address and her wealth

But she's not earned that place or station.

She's a mere accident of birth.

She's a bitch

With a wardrobe like a straight jacket

And a walk that's been preplanned

Media-child dreams of life within

A black and gold Trans-Am

Oh. I feel for all those wallets

That for her have bled

Ves, friends, she's a bitch.

And she's got claws that tear and shred

. . . Alfredo Layzequilla

Pittsburgh 1975

Population is exploding.

Politicians are all crooks.

Air pollution is corroding.

There is waste where once were brooks.

Criminals are running rampant.

Crime is way out of control.

Masses tangle with PA T transit.

Teachers strike for more payroll

Women striving to be equal . . .

Oil prices are still soaring

Ms. Fromme attacked ole Cerry

And earthquake faults are roaring.

Tho' the headlines haven't said so,

There's a problem worse than these:

When a wide-eyed, open woman
Meets a man who never sees.

. . . Laurie (Tlatthews



Wonder Woman

Time is inconstant.

People move while monuments remain

without clocks or crow's feet

or fast-fading charms

Something in me
once inflamed you.

Reflecting the glow, I basked . . .

your child.

Now. I reflect over what was once raging

and empty my lungs

to sustain flickers of life.

There was a time

when I could skate around you

I knew^what your game was

and how not to play it

But you came back to my porch

one long lonely day

and begged me to play,

"lust one hand, " you said.

So that wearied day

when all familiar things were gone

I stopped and said, "Yes.

"

We started playing that day

different games, different ways . . .

never for money, but to my surprise

for my life, my mind and my eyes.

I stand on the brink.

not knowing which way to leap,

and afraid to see what you really need

Media messages mixed from me to you . . .

one day begged to be bright, free as you .

to awaken in the morning and ask,

"Is my blue shirt clean 7
"

Do I know what I want 7

Well, one time I was sure

but your game taxes all my strength,

and I long to scream at you,

Thief, give it back to me'

But the answer I know
would be that cool, superior smile

that denies what you've done

and what I ve become

The child is me has died

The game, I am losing to you.

There's lust never enough time to teach me to live.

The lights, the party, never returned

And I, still on the brink wonder.

Is your next move a shove 7
"

Julie Stewart

Beau tlful People
'

The perking of freshly ground beans.

you pickin' a guitar as the sun peeked in to bid hello

always filled the room with a special radiance

whn h 1 shall never forget.

Your cherub smile was Christmas in July

begging me to accept reality which I so wanted to shed

It was easy for me to hide

and 1 snuggled in your strength

but your words rang in my ears,

Look at what you are, my love

Kiss a tree good morning

fill your lungs with breath,

for life's beyond that door aiar
"

1 loved you dearly . . . yet 1 said Good-bye.

You led me to the path, and 1 needed to walk.

. . . (Tlaureen LafTlanna
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... art by Brenna Beverage
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Your diamonds glitter

though sparkling sun-lit ocean

outshines them.

Your sleek limoglides plushly

down the fine lines

of the highway

while the wind helps me breathe.

Your endlessly smooth speech suffocates

splashing doubt all over me
as diplomatically

you avoid communication.

Yourannounced accomplishments

are deafened

by those "alienated-from-everyone" eyes.

You live in flashy mirrors

reflecting only you.

As that cardboard, coated-with-cellophane brain

suffocates from the dizzy disco sound

while sipping slowly fine red velvet wine,

you take another deadly salem puff —
synthetic substitutes for what you really need.

Tall fancy stranger, so synthetic,

I can't believe you bleed.

. . . Elice Kahn

FANCY

STRANGER



The dark tinted windows gleamed dully as

her car passed by. On the bench, an old man
glanced up, his tired weathered face betraying

no curiosity, merely dullness as if waiting to die.

A little further on, three maids sat, their tiring day
of cleaning up after rich people finished. They
would go home to their husbands, boyfriends,

children, fights, sadness, never enough money,
food, or clothes to go around.

Down the street were the bars. She saw the

pimps' lips move, but couldn't hear inside the

clean, well air-conditioned car. Further up, the

women of his stable were laughing and mut-

tering obsenities about the FOUR-FIFTY as it

passed by. They may have been surprised to

learn the title was in the nineteen year old girl's

name, and it was only one of many she owned.
And she passed them all, people from

everywhere of every kind. Some old, young,

panhandlers, hookers, fags, pimps, muggers,

thieves, rapists and murderers. Their clothing

and mannerism told a story, of these broken

products of big city society. Yet, none of the dirt

and grime from the city could touch her well

manicured nails, expertly set hair, carefully

tanned complexion.

Workmen were seen coming up from sewers
and mowing medians. Further up closer to home,
the road was being paved. She saw one man
glance up as he waved her on, his eyes holding

the same as all the others — contempt, jealousy,

hatred, bewilderment that one so young could be

so rich. His eyes held a terrible want, grisley

smile. Want for what? she shuddered. The
carefully polished Mercedes turned into the

grandly kept lawn with rare landscaping and
white concrete walls surrounding it. Winding in

and out the trees for perhaps a few acres or so,

she drove carefully into the multi-car garage and
took the elevator up to her room.

She could hear her father faintly in the study

on the way up, attending to business as usual.

"Damn business, weren't they rich enough?" Her

mother, she imagined, if she was home, was
either calling a paid lover or making a date at one
of the best clubs in town. "The best of

everything," she thought sarcastically.

Walking into her room, she silently shut the

door and turned trembling to face the mirror. She
had seen it all — The city, the streets, the

people. Tears came as she cried for all of

them ... for herself too. The rich aren't always

so rich, indeed. The people on the street would
have been surprised to learn the beautiful girl in

the black Mercedes was crying. It's doubtful they

would have understood why.

by Sally Pace

9
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life traveled through my mind

comparable to a silent movie,

no words...

short brisk little steps...

a potpouri of melancholy and humor

with an ending assumed....

....Maureen LaManna







Runaway strands

of hair hide big brown
eyes, shying away from mine
Nervous laughter; .

.

I want to reach out

and hold you tight

so your innocence
will never escape.

Niki Martin Photography by Dominique Jungwirth



Jessica
By Elizabeth Weisberg

Jessica clearly heard the calls of her mother
but chose to ignore them. She sat on the old

wooden rocking chair even though the once
finely woven cane seat was now tattered. The
attic had always been a place of refuge for

Jessica. She was intrigued by the past, and this

room with its books, furniture, and clothes of a

time long gone drew her magnetically. A photo
album that belonged to her grandmother lay in

her lap. The pages were a faded yellow as were
the pictures. She marvelled at the fashions that

her grandmother, then sixteen, wore. As she
began to turn the next worn page, a picture

postcard floated to the dusty attic floor, face

down. Turning it over, Jessie was stunned to see
a photo of two girls, one younger than the other.

The older one looked remarkably like Jessica.

She shuttered and quickly closed the album
placing the postcard in the back of the book.

Turning away, she spotted a small metal

trunk which she never noticed before. Hinges

were rusty and it had to be pried open. To her

amazement, the beautiful clothes she had just

seen in the album were folded neatly in the trunk.

One dress in particular caught her attention. It

was a burgundy color, strapless, and the bottom

was pleated. She gazed at it mistily for a moment
and then picked it up as gently as if it were a

piece of fragile crystal. Anxiously, she removed
her work clothes and slipped the silky dress over

her head. She smelled a strange scent, perfume,

perhaps. Lifting the pleated bottom, she walked

over to the mirror. As she looked at her reflection

she sensed a strange feeling in the air. She heard

music and peered around the mirror towards the

antique phonograph. An old record was playing

and Jessica uneasily went over to it. She lifted

the arm and the record spun around silently.

"Jessica why did you stop the music, didn't

it please you?"

She whirled around and saw a beautiful

young girl. With horror Jessie remembered the

photo on the postcard, it was the younger child.

"Do I know you?" she asked clumsily.

"Don't tease me Jessie, don't you want to

be my sister anymore?"

Jessica frantically looked around the room.

It seemed to have suddenly come to life.

Everything old was new.

"No, she murmured, I don't belong here, I

have to leave."

She ran down the attic steps and reached

for the doorknob. It wouldn't turn. The child's

voice echoed in her ears.

"You do belong, Jessie."
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Peace:

War:

Beautiful sunset to the right

Silence as "gulls" depart

Flickering stars, a distant bonfire

Sea-black; jetties' white, crashing surf

Bats in moonlight

Atlantic sunrise

Morning joggers, trash collectors

Surfers, fisherman, lifeguards

On the boardwalk-

Bicycle riders, old folks lining benches

The beach opening, a light breeze

Bathing in the sun and water (too much seaweed)

Collecting shells, talking

Sandcastles, barbecues, and tackle football

Battle ends

The hunger of dinnertime

Disappears in cars

Lifeguards close up shop and depart

Heat of the day fades

Peace:

Ken Bixgorin



I walk beneath

the shadow of the moon.

Before me lies

the ruler of the world

To both sides she stretches

with neverending power.

I am drawn forward by fingers

reaching out, trying to touch me.

Ah, but I am the sly one.

As I take a step backward,

she smiles.

. . . Ilene Gordon
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Sculptured mounds

of weathered earth

scattered with cactus

and scraggly growth

Planted in the midst

of a desolate desert.

. . . Niki Martin

photography by Gary Clark



Icy
Death

With the end of the month drawing near,

Tera was anxiously awaiting the Ski Seminar on

Avalanches in Idaho. Tera was an expert skier,

with such style and grace that she was a sheer

delight to watch on the slopes. Her nickname
was Tera the Terror, and that was exactly the

feeling I got inside everytime she did one of her

cute little tricks down the slope. We had been

married for two and a half years and Tera had

taught me everything I needed to know about

skiing. We had both just gotten jobs working at

Broken Limb, the local ski resort. And with all the

bad weather that we'd: been having. Business

was bad and we could take time off to attend the

avalanche seminar. Not only would it help us to

teach others about the danger of avalanches in

deep powder skiing, but it would also get us

another fancy patch to decorate our jackets. This

was what I was really interested in for I am a so

called Hot Dog of sorts. The more patches I had

the more important I looked. And besides Tera

was always worried that something would

happen to me. She always would tell me that only

the best and most careful skiers can beat an

avalanche. So Tera and I went to Idaho looking

forward to the course and some great skiing.

We arrived early Friday during a blizzard, and

By Sharron Bailey

our spirits dampened a bit when the forecast

told us that it was to continue thru the weekend.
Of course, my hope was that there would be a lull

in the storm during our free time so I could hit

the hill for some deep-powder indulgence. Early

Friday night the weather was terrible, the skies

grew black, and the wind picked up. I was a bit

apprehensive about going out in the weather, I

just had a feeling that something bad was going

to happen. But the course was starting and we
had to go. The course consisted of slides, films

and lectures, and by Saturday afternoon it

seemed that it would never end. We learned

about snow conditions and avalanche hazard

areas. On Sunday, we would be given a written

test, and then a practical test. If we passed both

of these, the circle badge would be ours and

could be proudly displayed on our parkas.

By mid-morning Sunday, we completed our

written test and were ready for our field test. We
were in a true blizzard as we ascended the main
chair lift. When we got to the top, we were
divided into two groups, an avalanche search

party and the main follow up party. We were
ready for our simulated search. Our instructors

told us that we would be looking for victims

buried just down from the high ridge. " Those

iA^d



of you in the main party wait ten minutes and

follow them."The buried victims were actually

sacks of potatoes. We were given probes, ten

feet long staves which a rescuer uses to probe

beneath the surface to find the buried victims I

watched as the avalanche party climbed up to

the ridge near the make-believe avalanche site. I

had so wanted to be in Teras first group. I wanted

to show her that I could really do it, that I could

handle myself. So we, the main party waited for

our signal to start the climb. When word finally

came, our climb was a little bit easier, because

the snow had been partially packed down by the

first group. When I finally reached the top of the

hill, I could see the avalanche party thirty feet

below me on the other side. They were probing

slowly in a straight line down the steep slope. I

saw Tera, she looked up at me and waved. She

looked so beautiful that my first reaction was to

quickly join them, but then something stopped

me. It may have been something I had seen in a

movie the day before. I don't know. Soon I was
joined by the rest of the main party, and we stood

looking over the ridge through a steady stream of

white when it happened. There was a loud

rumbling, like a growl, then I heard a tremendous
boom, followed by a fracture line just five feet

from below my ski tip. The mountain below me
disappeared and the snapping aspen branches

were mixed with orange-jacketed partolmen who
were swept away by the tidal wave of snow. I

looked at the others in my party, then I looked for

Tera. All I could see was a white mountain
slipping away. Everything in its path was either

being swept away or crushed. Our senses were

bombarded by a force sinister to all of us. When
the noise finally stopped, not a word was spoken
for the longest while. This carefully planned

course had gone completely haywire. I

remember thinking how could this happen to

avalanche experts? We had been sucked in by
our own complacency.

The visions of Tera just minutes before

waving and smiling at me kept flashing back in

my mind. Although the thought kept coming we
had a huge task before us. Somewhere down the

mountain were fifteen people, fourteen friends

and one lover, my wife. I just had to find her

before she suffocated. I was no longer looking

for bags of potatoes. An Idaho patrolman next to

me poked beneath the surface with his ski poles

and came up with a handful of sugary crystals.

He explained to anyone who would listen. It

won't compress like ordinary snow. It's very

unstable, the whole slope could go again.'

An eerie atmosphere made everyone un-

comfortable; it had almost a death cast upon it

But we had no other choice than to begin the

search. All were afraid of what we were going to

find. With a deep breath and probes in hand, we
hopped a two foot fracture line and descended
down the slope into the wooded area where the

victims had been carried. Someof the victims

were lucky. Holding onto large branches or tree

trunks kept them from joining the slides

mainstream. But the only thing I wanted to see

was Tera's smiling face. I couldn't even see her

bright red hat or yellow boots. I viewed only a

cold frightening white. Moving down the hill with

my probe after what seemed to be a thousand

jobs, I finally hit something. "God, I hope it's

Tera!" I thought. "No, it's a sack of potatoes, but

wait, next to it's a hand." As I dug beneath the

snow, I uncovered Mr. Green, dead from suf-

focation. Fighting back naseau and fear, I moved
farther down the hill. Suddenly, a patrolman to

my left called for help. He'd found someone. We
both dug frantically and found Tera. But she was
lifeless. She had no smiling face, just crushed

bones and ice.

Even though she was dead, I remember just

holding her for the longest time until the

toboggans came to take the victims away. At last

everyone had been accounted for, three dead.

the twelve injured, most of them seriously. Close

to exhaustion, we all skied slowly down to the

lodge. There were occasional tears but mostly

there was silence.

It was obvious that the seminar's experts

had taken their own knowledge a little too iigntly

and had not practiced what they preached In any

event, it was two weeks later, after receiving a

letter from the National Ski Patrol congratulating

me on successfully completing the Circle A

course, that I remembered what Tera had said.

"Only the most careful skiers can beat an

avalanche."

And with that, I started to sew the patch on

my jacket.



Today's a little bit older

Than yesterday.

The sun came out naked . . .

Torgot his royal robe

Envious clouds tried to cover

But they couldn't clothe his shine.

The crazy moon's watching . . .

Refusing to go to sleep,

Although it's past her time.

She's all faded now . . .

lust had to take a peek.

As ageless blue darkens,

The sky is one day older tonight.

Teeth of guilt bite my mind

With a nonsense that stings me
While inside an echo moans.

Bringing memories of martyrs

With egos like infini te voids,

Sparrows that look like monsters

To the worm they're going to kill,

Crystals of beautiful icicles

That hang heavy and murder branches

Many roads that wind in circles

And the circle's only endless.

I reawake to majestic visions

Like Michelangelo's dreams

Flying across screened windows.

And wonder who else ever does

Watch clouds forever wander into blue

Like naked young angels —

Redeeming Icaruses

Who never failed.

. . . juana Hopper
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The cords that molested my thoughts have been expelled.

I draw in new breath— I see with my minds eye

Tearing down antiquated beliefs.

My appetite for life is whetted.

Good, bad. or indifferent decisions are mine alone.

Only I will live through and with them.

My one wish is forthe guideposts of my travels to be

Peace, Love, and Truth.

. . . Maureen LaManna

Art by Carmen Queral



When we falter,

we must rise.

The gutters

are too full.

. . Diane Katter
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By Wendy Howell

VVhen he finally stopped running,

fragmented thoughts began to filter back to him
through the hazy fog surrounding his brain. He
had been running forever, it seemed; and his

lungs and throat ached with fatigue. He did not

know why he was running or even where he was
going. He tried to collect his thoughts but to his

horror he discovered that he had no thoughts —
just an overwhelming sensation of fear and
panic. A ghastly terror overtook him, a terror that

arose from the innermost recesses of his Being

and pulsated throughout his body in waves that

numbed his very soul. He could not remember a

thing! His hands went to his face. Fingers traced

unfamiliar lines and features. Who was he? Why
was he running? Why was he so afraid?

Amnesia. The word jolted his vacant mind.

He did recall that amnesia was usually triggered

by a head injury or an emotional conflict. He
rubbed his head, slowly drawing his fingers

through his scalp, searching for the source of his

malady. He felt no injury. It appeared that he was
unhurt. But what was this? What was this on his

hands and inbetween his fingernails? It was a

dark, sticky substance. The light from the street

lamp was dim, but bright enough for him to

discern the blood staining his hands. Another

fear began to prey on his mind, a gnawing dread

that he was a murderer.

I've got to go to the police, he reasoned,

they will at least be able to find out who I am. He

did not believe he was capable of murder. Yet the

blood coating his hands told a different tale.

He began to search his clothing for any clue

to his identity. His hand slipped into his coat

pocket and fingers felt the glossy paper that

surely must be a photograph. It was. In the dim

light his eyes focused upon the photograph of a

man. It was a color photo, the kind that is made
by Polaroid cameras. The gloss was still sticky. It

must have been taken only hours ago. He stared

at the physiognomy of the man in the photo. An
angry face framed with curly jet black hair glared

back at him. Insane, dark eyes bored into his

mind as the strange terror returned to his body.

Hastily he returned the photo to his coat pocket.



He had made the decision to turn himself in to

the police.

It wasn't far. He had been there before. The
large spherical lamps on either side of the

building's entrance illuminating "41st Precinct"

were familiar; as was the large weatherbeaten
wooden door with the brass door knob. His heart

pounded in his throat as he entered.

"Hey man, don't you newspaper guys ever

sleep?" The Sleepy figure hunched over the front

desk continued, "You really are a glutton for

punishment. Why as hard as you've been slaving

on this case, you'd think you were a cop! Hey,

Larry! Didn't you hear me?"
The detective in the wrinkled gray suit was

talking to him. Had called him Larry. Yes, he
remembered now. He was Larry Lorenzo, a

successful newspaper reporter for The Times.

He quickly hid his hands in his coat pockets to

hide the blood. His right hand touched the

photograph and a shock raced through his body.

His mind traveled back to his present reality. The
detective was speaking to him again.

"Larry, are you drunk or something? What
are you doing here this time of night, or should I

say morning?"

"Uh, no. I just felt like a walk," he stam-

mered, hoping the panic he was experiencing

didn't show in his quivering voice.

"A walk at this time of night with that

maniac loose! Are you crazy? Oh yes, that's

right. You have a hunch about this case, don't

you. You newspapermen — always out for that

Big Scoop."
Larry looked at the detective and suddenly

recognized him. Memory flooded back to him in a

tidal wave of thought. The detective was talking

to him again, asking him if he wanted a ride

home.
"Thanks, O'Reilly," he replied, "I wouldn't

mind a lift, if it's not too much trouble." Con-,

sidering the circumstances, he was surprised he

sounded so calm. He resolved to go home and
wash the blood off his hands and then call a

doctor in the morning, maybe a psychiatrist. At

any rate he'd talk to someone who could answer
the riddle that was his present existence.

They drove silently for a while.

"You haven't said much tonight," remarked
Detective O'Reilly, "not like this afternoon.

Bragging around the station that you had a

hunch who that maniac was, only needed proof-

Larry, you're a damn fool to keep any information

you may have on this case from us. This is a

police matter. This maniac is an animal. He kills

for lust and without mercy. And God, how he

kills. Remember the one he got last week? That

little girl was stabbed twenty-seven times. That

makes nine. Nine brutal, senseless murders in

nine months. Oh by the way, Larry, while I'm

thinking about it, we have a new composit

picture of him. We have two really good eye

witnesses to that last one who finally came
forward today. I guess they were afraid — don't

really blame them for that. They're in my brief-

case. Why don't you take some. They've just

been printed. Put it in tomorrow's paper."

Larry automatically and without thought

reached for the detective's briefcase. The blood

on his hands didn't show in the star light, but the

features on the composit drawing did. The

maniac's insane eyes bored into his mind. An
angry, crazed face framed with curly dark hair

glared up at him from the wanted poster.

As they ascended the stairway to his

apartment, it was as if he was in a dream, a

spectator to a drama, with the events of his life

on stage.

The body on his living room floor didn't

really surprise him. Its features were
recognizable even though there was blood

everywhere. His dark eyes were vacant in death

now, and his curly black hair was matted with his

own blood and lay in a gory mass about his

contorted face. The man in his photograph, the

man in the composit drawing — the

psychopathic killer that terrorized a city would

kill no more.

His memory, once cloudy and confused,

was now quite lucid. The nightmare began with a

newspaperman's desire for the "Scoop of his

Life" and an intuitive hunch about an eccentric

neighbor. Larry had borrowed the Polaroid

camera because he needed definite proof that

his hunch * was correct. He had followed the

maniac all afternoon, and he had needed just one

more shot — this time a real good close-up. But

he was observed and stalked — the hunter

became the hunted. It had been a fight to the

death.
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Life is a coward

attacking from behind

when you least expect it.

Mona Graves
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YOUNG and OLD
A NEED

Old man are you lonely?

You've such a distant stare.

Are you ever saddened by this cold and hurried world?

Have you ever loved?

Has anyone loved you?

Is skeleton body, so fragile due to life alone?

If I ask you to teach me wisdom, would you?

If I ask you to be my friend, could you?

Surely in years gone by many ventures were encountered.

Have you ever traveled?

Countless souls indeed you've met.

I yearn to share for one moment

The secrets of life you beheld . .

.

Share the wisdom only time can instill.

Old man are you lonely?

Do you feel sadness such as mine?

I ask you for wisdom, would you?

I ask you to be me friend, could you?

. . . JILL COUCHMAN



Art by Jeffrey Sandler



photography by

dwayne black



NAOMI
You were so old,

A vestige of your former self,

A shell.

The little animal that once
Dwelled within you
Had died,

Or been cleansed out

By the harsh bleach of age,

Or maybe your salt-water tears.

We all waited for your death,

While you waited for something else.

Your husband of sixty-five years

Would sit in the room
Watching, waiting, weeping.

"Friday's her birthday," he said.

I paused at that.

Friday was my birthday, too.

I was working when our birthdays arrived.

12:05 a.m. I walked to your room,

And bending close to your waxened profile, I said,

"Happy birthday, Naomi. You're eighty-three.

We made it. It's our birthday."

My arms encircled you,

A sister traveler in time.

/

ON BEING LATE
I had to run up the stairs

I was late . .

.

Late passing the six o'clocks,

Late getting my med cart filled,

Late getting my charts done.

Someone else had the narcotic keys—
I had to find them.

"They're in Mr. Boehm's room," someone yelled.

Mr. Boehm: tube feedings, ground up meds,

A good place to start the six o'clock shuttle.

That afternoon I heard a daily report.

"Mrs. Brownen died today. You know, it was her birthday."

"I know, I said," it's mine, too."

we paused for a heartbeat.

Then moved to the next bed.

He never even talked to me—
Or looked at me — he couldn't.

I know.

One time he got angry,

And flailed out at me.

Well, he was confused.

He takes L-Dopa

On that four hour schedule.

And it can make one irritable, unpredictable.

Aggressive, and induce Schizophrenia.

But maybe it will stop his trembles, says the PDR

When I ran into his scene.

He was getting the slow code,

The no-hope hop,

A Pirouette, a joke

A dance with death—
Like the dancing dolls kids strap to their feet

poems by

julie Stewart

His face was finally composed.
As his trembling had stopped.

He became the late Mr. Boehm
Which put me back on schedule.
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PAPO byJoanne Fanizza



As Papo opened the battered steel door,

thick waves of heat radiating from the roof rose

up to meet him. Blinded for a moment by the

glare, he stood with his head down, his hands

shading his deep brown eyes. Then, his eyes

having adjusted to the hard noonday light, he

looked up and out across a hundred other similar

roofs to where the shadowy towers of South

Bronx rose into the murky air of early summer.
For perhaps a minute he gazed with unseeing

eyes toward the distant shapes. Then, shifting

his eyes suddenly downward, he focused on a

spot where the roof of his building stopped some
eight feet from the roof edge of the adjoining

tenement. In the still heat, the sounds of traffic

rose up from the street nine stories below. Papo,

whose mind was totally occupied by the space

between the two buildings, heard nothing.

A moment later, he whirled and ran back

down the worn stairs into the dim light of the

hallway. At the end of the stairs he stopped

facing the unwashed window.

Today was a special day for Papo for two
reasons. It was his 13th birthday and his

initiation into the Angel Lords, the gang that

lived in his neighborhood.

He opened the tenement door, and walked

down the soiled stairs to Rodriguez' Deli across

the street to buy a pack of cigarettes.

Entering the deli, he saw, sitting at the

counter a few of the other Puerto Rican boys

from the Angel Lords.

Carlos, the leader, sat in the middle. He
turned around and squeaked his stool to face

Papo.

"Hey, Papo, so tonight's your big night.

You're gonna become an Angel Lord. Scared?"

"No, man," Papo replied. He walked toward

the three young men sitting on worn out stools,

the material of the seats ripped from a gang war

with one of their rivals. "I'm not scared, just a

little nervous. You think I'll make it, Big

Brother?"

"Sure. Any 'brother' of mine can make it

across that building." Carlos exhaled the smoke
from his cigarette and messed Papo's hair like a

father to his son when he comes home with an

A on his report card.

Papo was relieved of the slight tension that

started to build up inside him. He sat down on

the stool next to another Angel Lord, Freddie

Ortiz, who was busy playing with a book of

matches. Freddie was the "brains" of the gang

and at the moment was trying to figure out a way

to get back at the Brothers of Soul for killing

Manuel, the Angel Lord, in the last gang war.

Papo looked up to Carlos like a big brother.

He didn't have one and Carlos was a special

person to him. Most of the boys who got into the

Angel Lord gang, the biggest is South Bronx, had

to wait until their 16th birthday, but Carlos was
making Papo an exception.

Papo ordered a coke and flashed back to the

day of the last "gang war." If it weren't for Papo,

the Angel Lords would have come close to being

wiped out. . . .

It was a cold February night, ice lying

beneath the grey-brown slush on the busy city

streets. Papo was walking alone by a soul food

store in the Brothers of Soul territory. He
overheard some voices inside and slowed his

pace to try to make some sense of what the

voices were saying.

"If we knock off the Angel Lords, we can

take over the whole city," he heard a 'tough'-type

voice say with a heavy Puerto Rican accent. He
recognized the voice as Miguel Fernandez, the

leaderof the Brothers of Soul.

"Yeah, then we can change our name and
branch the gang out to Juniors and Girls,"

replied a young man of about 19, with a deep,

Negro voice.

Papo was stunned. Inside, the Brothers of

Soul and the Afro Kings, their allies, were making
a pact to wipe out the Angel Lords.

Papo streamed down the street, pushing

people aside like a frustrated little girl

rearranging her dolls. The only thing on his mind
was to get back to Carlos and tell him the

disastrous news.

He reached 79th Street, the beginning of

Angel Lord territory, passing a small bank, the

"projects," where a few of his school friends

lived, and ran down 86th Street, to Rosa Vasquez,

Carlos' girlfriend's house, to see if he was there.

Rosa's building was the fourth on the right

side,and her apartment was three stories up. She
lived with her older brother, Tony, who was also

an Angel Lord. Her parents had died when she
was 14, and the Bronx was all she knew. She and
Tony both worked to pay the overcharged rent.

He opened the door and ascended the



termite-eaten stairs. All the apartment buildings

looked the same inside — vile and dismal. The
landlords didn't bother to restore the beauty they

once possessed five or ten years ago; instead,

they waited for the notice from the State of New
York to condemn the building.

He reached the third flight, made a swift

right, and ran down the dingy, faded green hall to.

a door on the left with a broken "30" steel let-

tering nailed onto it. He knocked twice and
entered.

"<LDonde esta Carlos?" he asked, almost out

of breath, to Rosa. She was sitting on a couch,
the upholstery worn from the constant gang
meetings, sewing a patch onto Tony's work
pants.

"En el bano. <i,Que paso?"
"i Una lucha! Le dice a Carlos que va a hacer

una lucha."

"<LCon quien?" Carlos demanded. He en-

tered the living room, zipping up the front of his

faded jeans.

"The Afro Kings and Brothers of Soul. They
made a pact. I'm going to find the rest of the

gang."

He started to leave the tiny room and Carlos

called out behind him.

"iEspera! Papo." He put on his jacket and
followed the younger boy down the stairs and
into the cold winter air.

On the way to find the rest of the boys, Papo
told Carlos of the news they dreaded to hear, for

the Brothers of Soul and Afro Kings could be

quite powerful if they merged together.

First they went to Rodriguez' Deli. Freddie,

Manuel, Tony and Danny were sitting at the

counter talking about a Latin dance the night

before.

"Come on! Get the rest of the "Lords" —
big gang war — guns, knives, chains, whatever

you can get your hands on — meet here in half an

hour.

Everyone ran out of the shack-like building

in all different directions, each one determined

to find all of the Angel Lords and the weapons
they'd need for the battle ahead.

Papo and Carlos rushed down 3rd Avenue
past 92nd Street to Carlos' building, an old red-

brick edifice redecorated with foul language by

graffitti artists. His apartment was on the ground

level and they entered with caution. They knew

Carlos' mother would he home and they walked
quietly into Carlos' room, a small, barely fur-

nished box-like space, containing a single bed
with a broken headboard and torn beige bed-

spread and a tall chiffarobe with pictures of

Rosa, his father and mother, and his sister Maria.

There was a single light hanging from the

ceiling. The older boy opened the bottom drawer
of the dresser, reached in and got a switch blade,

a small pistol and two three-foot chains. He
stuffed the chains and pistol into his loose-fitted

jacket and handed the blad to Papo.

Papo reclined to taking the knife. Never in

his life had he come this close to violence.

"Toma, hermanito."

Papo reached out and took the knife with

nervous hands.

"Cuidado," said Carlos. Papo put the knife

in his coat pocket and he and Carlos left the

room.

As they passed the cramped kitchen, Mrs.

Santiago, a short, heavy-set Puerto Rican

woman, was busy making rice and beans.

"<LAdonde vas, Carlos?" she inquired.

"No se, mama. Hasta luego," he replied,

opening the battered door.

"iCuidado! mi hijo," she warned and went
back to tend her rice and beans.

Outside the two boys encountered a few

other "Lords", each one carrying an assortment
of weapons — knives, chains and even a stick of

wood about three feet long with six or seven

rusty nails protruding from the otherside.

They hastily walked back to Rodriguez' Deli,

where there stood about 150 Angel Lords with all

sorts of arms piled in front of them. They were

speaking to each other, trying to put together the

different stories of why they were having this

impromptu gathering.

"Carlos, <Lque pasa?" asked one of the

smaller boys.

"OK. Everybody listen," he said. "There's

gonna be another war. The Afro Kings and
Brothers of Soul are gonna try to wipe us out. It's

gonna be a big fight. . .

."

No sooner than the words poured out of

Carlos' mouth, a group of boys about the same
age as Carlos and his companions, paced down
the street, each carrying weapons similar to

those of the Angel Lords.

There were nearly 160 of them and they



stopped their march about twenty-five yards

from their opponents. Miguel advanced himself a

few feet and stopped. His appearance was not

that of a gang leader. He was short with light

brown hair, straight, almost shoulder length He
was thin, and looked puny and undernourished.

"Carlos, you either merge with us willingly,

or we make you merge with us. Now, what's it

gonna be?"

"Nobody makes the Angel Lords do
nothing," he replied, "so before we merge with

you, WE DIE!"

The hatred in the atmosphere could be felt

from miles away. The two clusters slowly moved
toward each other; then, a stick of wood was
thrown at the Angel Lords, almost hitting Papo.

"Papo!" Carlos yelled, "get out of here!"

Papo scrambled over to his tenement, and,

remained out of sight as he watched.

By this time, the two gangs were within 10

yards of each other, each stalling for the other to

start. Finally, one of the Afro Kings threw himself

upon Timmy, and then the two gangs split up

into pairs.

There were fists and knives and chains,

groans and yells and shouts. There was blood,

cuts, scrapes, gashes, black eyes, and finally a

i loud scream. The Afro Kings and Brothers of

Soul took off. Lying in the middle of the street

was Manuel, unconscious, blood pouring out of

the left side of his stomach. Blood, deep red,

gushing onto the brown slush. . .

Papo came back to reality and he focused

on a half-empty coke bottle and burnt out

cigarette in front of him.

"Papo, man, what happened to you?" asked
Carlos. "You were just sitting there, staring at

the counter."

"I'm all right, Carlos, I was just thinking."

"Listen, Little Brother, don't worry yourself

about that building. You'll make it. It's almost

5:00 now, so go home and get something to eat.

I'm gonna split now, anyway."

Carlos looked at the young boy, his eyes
filled with a brotherly love. He thought: Papo fits

his name very well. In Spanish, Papo means
junior, and to Carlos and the others, he was the

little one, the 'junior' of the gang. He stood 5'2"

tall, thin, with black hair, dark as midnight. He
was good natured, affectionate and loyal to his

friends, maybe even too good a person to get

mixed up in a gang as dangerous as tne Angel

Lords. But Carlos thought again, "What would

Papo do if he wasn't in the gang? Everyone

belongs to a gang, and it would be very un-

common for Papo not to be in the Angel Lords."

Well, Carlos would make sure he didn't get to do

any dirty work, anyway.

The four of them left, each separating and

going his own direction.

Papo didn't eat much that night. A half of a

bowl of rice and a small piece of chicken was all

his stomach could hold. The knot in his

stomach got tighter, the lump in his throat got

bigger, almost choking him, and his hands began
to shake.

He left the undersized kitchen, got his coat,

and opened the door.

"LAdone vas, Papo?" his mother asked.

"No se, mama," he replied, almost

inaudibly.

"No devuelve despues de nueve y media."

"Bien." He left, closing the chipped wooden
door behind him.

He went straight up to the roof and sat on an

empty garbage pail, looking over the musty early

evening air. He waited for the others to arrive,

thinking of what would happen when he tried to

prove his manliness to his peers.

A few minutes later ten or more boys
arrived, including Carlos, Freddie and Danny.

This was going to be fast and small, nothing like

what the others had to do to be initiated.

The boys walked over to Papo, Carlos in the

middle. He looked down at Papo.

"You know what ya gotta do. When you're

ready, do it. Be careful, and Papo, remember, no

matter what happens, you're my little brother and

you can do it."

The younger boy nodded and walked away,

perspiration collecting on his forehead.

Carlos watched, fingers crossed inside his

pockets, and his eyes started to tear.

Papo backed twenty feet from the edge and
stopped. He stood in silence and stared. Finally,

after what seemed like hours, he made the sign

of the cross and approached the edge of the nine

story building, graduating from a trot to a run.

His feet hit the edge at the same time and he

flew into the air.

The last thing Carlos heard was Papo's

scream
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i write my poems
for poets

who listen with open ears

these poets hear the words
with their hearts

and give learning advice.

i write my words
for singers

who understand the songs.

i write for others

just like me.

. . . debbie mcfarland
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"Jesus, that smell again," he choked just

after she started Vega up. "How do you stand

it?" he continued while rolling down his win-

dow.
"I'm used to it," she replied bluntly. "It

doesn't matter to me anyway; I wear a lot of

perfume."

With that, the subject was temporarily

closed, as always. The dialogue varied slightly,

but it never failed to activate their customary

differences involving Vega and his nose. She
fried to ignore his outright dislike for Vega, but

couldn't overlook the sensitivity to odor.

Aversion to his nose took Linda a while to

develop. Odor was one of Jack Corbett's innate

preoccupations that troubled her. Jack often

tested her to see if she, too, could decipher a

common or unusual scent; it was these trials

that made her uneasy.

But Linda accepted the challenge.

"What can you smell right now?" he asked,

in a tone that demanded an immediate, correct

response.

"I'm not quite certain," she hesitated.

Then seeing his impatience she stated, "It's

either liver or meatloaf."

"No! It's onions. Can't you smell the

onions?"

"Well, yeah," she admitted. Trying to

justify her reasoning she explained, "There's

onions in liver and in meatloaf, you mix them in

with the green peppers."

Although Jack tested her more frequently

than she thought necessary, Linda found

pleasure in sometimes outwitting him. Only

when he put Vega on trial, did she feel com-
pletely helpless. Jack couldn't understand her

attraction for Vega, even after she tried many
times to explain it.

Vega had been Linda's means of tran-

sportation ever since she received her as a high

school graduation gift several years back. That

day, Linda squealed over her new toy but her

parents reminded her, "This is one toy that has

to last." She assured them she'd treat it with

utmost care. "If I don't," she thought, "There

goes my transportation." In fact, she waxed
Vega that same day to prove it.

In those early months, all Vega meant to

her was a way to get around the city. Linda's

new job as a delivery girl for her uncle's print

shop caused her to spend most of the time

traveling inside the car. Eventually, it was
evident to Linda that she was with Vega more
than her family or friends. So Linda began
referring to Vega as her "mechanical com-
panion," and felt a close attachment for it.

"Having a friend like you that doesn't talk

back or criticize is nice," she told Vega as she

drove to work one morning. The only feedback

Linda received was rumbles, jerks and an oc-

casional toot when she wanted a listener.

"Ya know Vega," she continued,
"Sometimes you seem almost human." And as
Linda sang the melody to the tune playing on
the AM radio, she felt acknowledgement from

Vega's deep, harmonic bass.

Despite their closeness, during the years

that passed Linda managed to overlook her

friend's deterioration process. Probably

because of her busy schedule, she neglected to

follow her original intention. Her new toy was
now trapped inside a rust ridden shell. The
hood was faded and paint chips flew in the

breeze. The windows were bordered with rusty

holes that resembled cancerous sores. Even
the tranquil rumble Linda relished was now a

cacophonus fugue, which her father surmised
was the muffler. Trying to justify her neglect to

him, she asked, "Dad, do you think you look the

same as you did ten, even five years ago? Aging
is inevitable." She felt she had a point; Vega
was showing a human sign. But Linda did not

look forward to doctor bills, so she decided to

let nature deal with Vega's ills. "Besides," she
said, "My mechanical companion has real

character. Why cover it up?"
Whatever opinions Linda had about Vega,

however, were not shared. Linda forced herself

to ignore gas station attendants' snickers. She
felt their cold attacks as cruel stabs at a

defenseless friend. Vega handled the situations

well, leaving grey, pugent clouds at their feet.

At first, Jack's opinion of Vega was not as

severe as the attendants', and Linda buried any

snide comments underneath her deepening

affection toward him. She thought he would

relinquish his attack, once he understood her

attachment to this friend. But his verbal abuse

increased until Linda knew she had had

enough; he had stripped Vega of its character.

"I don't think I'll ever see your point in

hanging onto this rusted out machine," Jack

said as they got into the car to drive to their

weekly Saturday matinee.

"It gets poor gas mileage," he carried on.

"It leaks when it rains, it spits oil and it looks

hideous. If you won't fix it, replace it. Why not

get a Rolls or a Mercedes? I saw this. .

."

Linda couldn't stand his mocking any

longer, and broke in, "It gets me where I want to

go, doesn't it?" Realizing the insignificance of

her words she continued, "Your reaction to

something that isn't perfect is to get rid of it.

Like when you traded your old manual

typewriter, a family relic, to a dealer for an

'automatic return'."

" 'Tab set'," Jack smugly corrected her.

Linda ignored him and raised her voice

enough that Jack turned his head and looked



directly at her when she spoke, "How can you

be cold toward something that's part of me?"

"Vega is a piece of junk, like the old

typewriter," he replied. His tone was soft but

direct as he continued, "If it were my
possession, I would want to be proud of it. If

you really want to keep it, fix it up or find

another car that gives optimum performance.

But I don't own Vega, so asking me if I care is

senseless; I see no value in it."

Then, Jack looked out the side window, his

arms uncrossed and the seriousness in his tone

decreased.

"We ought to leave now or we'll miss the

beginning of the movie. I heard this one has a

lot of humor. .

."

Jack's words faded to syllables and

consonants as he continued to mumble. Linda

tried to think if he could possibly be right, yet

his reasoning was alien to her. But Linda had

heard enough about Vega from the gas station

attendants, and Jack. She knew Vega was at the

root of their problem, because it was on this

subject their opinions clashed severely. She

wondered if her friendship with her possession

was just a childlike fantasy. In reality, what had

once been a beautiful companion who she

treasured, seemed second rate now. Linda

concluded that Vega's problem areas must be

fixed. She was sure that their friction could be

eased with a professional coat of fresh paint

and body repairs.

Without telling Jack, the next day Linda

withdrew a large portion of her savings to have

Vega fixed before their next matinee date.

Saturday morning Vega's renovation was
completed and Linda was astonished at the

change. No longer did rust corrode the window
edges. The once faded roof was compatible

with the rest of its body, reminding Linda of

smooth, glazed candy. She smiled at the

reflection in the shining surface.

The inside of the car was as foreign as the

outer shell. The torn bucket seats had been

reupholstered and the faint mixture of fabric

and rug cleaner could hardly be detected. When
she started the car and drove onto the highway,

the deep, rhythmic bass that had been soothing

to Linda's ears before, had been restored. Now,
on her way toward Jack's apartment, enveloped

in the newness that surrounded her, Linda was
sure that what she did was right and would
permanently end the "Vega trials" she dreaded.

Jack's approval was anticipated now.

"Come on, I'm early because I've got

something to show you," Linda teased in a

childish voice as she tugged on Jack's arm. He
stood up from his comfortable sleeping

position reluctantly, but he enjoyed surprises.

He allowed her to lead him out the door, while

he rubbed sight back into his eyes.

Across the parking lot, Jack spotted the

car that Linda was pointing to. Puzzled, he

looked at her in disbelief and asked, /'You

bought a new one?"

"No, silly," she replied, "I took it to a

garage and had it overhauled."

He continued to stare at Vega, as they

silently approached. Sensing he wasn't about
to respond soon enough, she broke the silence

boldly asking, "Well, what do you think?"

"How much did it cost?"

"Never mind," she laughed, and prodded
him to get closer. Linda stayed back with her

hands clasped in front of her, watching like a

wide-eyed child his inspection of Vega's

alterations.

"Nice color," he said, brushing his hand
across the hood. "But I can't understand why
they don't market a paint that doesn't stink."

Without glancing back at Linda for a response,

he continued to observe aloud. "Hey, the rust is

gone. But it won't take long for it to surface

again, with the temporary plastic filler they

probably used."

He walked around the car, intently ab-

sorbed in his observations and did not notice

the tears that began to slide down Linda's

cheeks.

"You mean you even had the seats

reupholstered? I don't believe it," he shouted
from inside Vega. "I take that back," he added.
"The fabric smells like a musty laundromat and
the carpet's ammonia stench is enough to gag
you."

Linda was unable to bear his reaction.

After all she had done, he still carried on as if it

hadn't been touched. Worst of all, she fixed it to

end his criticism of her friend; but her efforts

were in vain. Linda knew, now, that pleasing

Jack Corbett was impossible. The realization

slapped her in the face and she cried out in

pain, "Stop it!"

Jack looked out from the window at Linda

for the first time since he began his tirade and
saw her crying.

"Hey, what's wrong?" he asked
unknowingly as he climbed out of the

passenger side and walked toward her.

Linda darted toward the car, opened the

door, slid into the seat and looking straight

ahead, started Vega up.

"What are you doing?" Jack asked, still

blindly unaware of her reaction.

"I'm going to the matinee," she managed
to stammer through her tears. "With a friend."

She sped off, leaving Jack in a daze. Linda

spoke aloud to her friend, "I hope this one has a

lot of humor. I need it." And Vega rumbled in

agreement.
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My mind is always running off

to another world of my hopes and fears.

I try to hang on to this place,

but it slips through my fingers.

Yet, sometimes a dream remains and becomes reality.

. . . Kathy Olejniczok

Do you know
I'm bleeding?

My blood is flowing

With the rhythm of the waves,

Red ocean flowing everywhere.

I am the flow,

And you are within the stream .

We become
Part of the flow.

Then we are in touch

Through each other

With the universe,

Worshipping its harmonious

Rust fed, crimson red glow.

the fire

that I tend

reminds me of you.

the unpredictable flames before me,

the heat that warmed my heart,

reach high in every direction,

your laughter in the crackling wood
did not overshadow

the blue glow of your tears,

still, I watched

as you grasped every small branch

to fill the void.

instead of letting the wind of your dreams

carry you upward,

you chose to settle for ashes on the hearth.

Cathie Cummings

I bleed life in tiny rivers,

I bleed death in thick slow drops.

I'm bleeding love

In bursting gushes.

Can you see?

I'm bleeding.

. . . Juana Hopper



I am the leaf

that falls slowly

in the crisp orange of Autumn.
The rolling waves whisper my words

only to those who listen.

They speak with moody emotion.

Ssssh!

I know how you feel, Ocean.

I amlnever alone,

Sun,

Stars,

Sky,

Sea

are never too busy to greet me,

be me.

I am the chill,

the sting of freezing winter,

. _ Cold as the furious howling wind,

I HfTI transparent as an icicle,

Or I am gentle as snow

...El Ice Kahn drifting,

mounting . .

.

Too soon melting, disappearing,

Breathing a sigh of relief

with Spring's refreshing change

Cleansing my spirit,

preparing me to fly

into Summer's passionate warmth.

Sensuous Summer . .

.

I am , I am.

I love and feel infinitely free

within the realm of being it all.

And I turn into the leaf

that falls slowly,

floating to the ground.

I am . .

.
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Birdseye

I lie cold and alone —
Quietly, the store opens at nine

Silently, with your shopping cart

You lift me from the shelf

and examine me for bruises.

I have many.

Straight from the box at Pantry Pride

You take me home to the kitchen of your heart.

Opened, I reveal. .

.

I am a frozen vegetable —
cold and dead.

You try to warm me,

only my body softens.

You tire of trying.

You chill and wilt.

No one mops up the lifelike puddle

We have left in our wake.

. . . flnita Hetzler

Jellyfish

She never walks alone

cause she can't stand alone.

Her thoughts are molded by popular opinion

so she doesn't form her own.

Her credentials worn like a crown are not earned

but stolen from the blind.

Her bleeding past on the bargaining table

commands sympathy from bidders.

Her whispered words pierce and shred others

during ill-spent hours with well-trained companions.

Will she ever walk alone

cause she can't stand alone?

1

. . . Gina Thomas
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Just like apples

Human beings bruise easily,

And their relationship breaks

Line a crystal glass.

But unlike apples,

Human beings have ability

To reason, heal bruises,

Mend relationships.

. . . marie Fullirv





Patient No. 4732605
(Diagnosis: Hebephrenic Schizophrenia)

Sterile room,

Sterile bed,

Flashings smashing in my head . .

.

Sterile lady,

Sterile eye,

Inane questions beginning, "Why . . . ?

(Questions make no sense to me!)

Jibberty,

Flibberty,

Gibberty,

Liberty. .

.

I was going to solla-salew.

There's a vacancy there.

Would you like to go, too?

Banging and reeling,

And clashing and crashing,

Pushing and stomping,

And hashing and mashing . .

.

All words are a mystery.

Why can't you see?

Why can't you touch me, or just let me be?

Leave sterile lady.

Enter baritone man,

Man with a tan,

With a pan (what a fan.)

Thinks he can . .

.

I just ran!

People crying,

People trying,

Sighing,

Lying,

Frying,

Dying . .

.

Dying?...

Wait for me!! . . . fTlona Graves

Photograph by Steve Boerlin



ft tall skinny fellow took over the writing

class. He looked like an eccentric, un-

dernourished professor — rounded back,

slumped shoulders carried almost even with his

earlobes and tri-focals.

The teacher, a witch in their opinion, was
elsewhere in the school attending to the trivial

matter of chatting with other teachers who
were out of class for that same reason.

Now they could rehearse.

The skinny kid tapped a pencil on a can

that sat on the teachers desk to get the at-

tention of the class. He was preparing to

rehearse them in the most unconventional

symphony ever. Actually, not a symphony at all

because only voices were to be used in a very

peculiar way. But the leader wanted to call it a

symphony, and after alUhe is the author.

What led or rather drove this class to the

idea of this most unusual symphony was a lack

of communication between the students and
teacher. The teacher was always threatening

their grades or depriving them of privileges. The
students had felt themselves approaching a

peak of insanity.

But the host of confused, disgusted, and
frustrated faces changed considerably over the

past few days to anxious smiles in eager an-

ticipation toward the coming performance. This

would be the ultimate release of their

frustration. The teacher wondered about their

change in attitude. It seemed very strange to

her but the class had gone to great length to

isolate her from their idea.

One short kid was put on guard by a small

window in the corner of the room facing the

hallway. The conversations halted and all eyes

attended the skinny kid. He sat on the corner of

the teacher's desk and peered over the tops of

his inch-thick specks, "We're gonna get this

rehearsal on the road now, and use every

minute we can get to practice for our surprise.

Cornwall, put your bottle of wine away, man,

we're goin' to have to get down to serious

business if we're ever goin' to get done."

Cornwall looked up from the bottle and

finally realized that it was time for rehearsal

again and followed the conductor's order

reluctantly.

"Yesterday we left off at the entry to the

fugue section. The right half of the class holds

the tonic "C" for four measures, while the left

half approaches the dominant "G" toward the

next octave up in quarter notes. Wail when you

hit the octave; let your palates vibrate, quiver or

gargle — all three if you can manage it. Hold

the note for the remainder of four measures,

then we hit the "C minor" chord. These sec-

tions hold the tonic, this section the minor

third, and these sections the dominant."

"What the hell's he talkin' about?"

mumbled one apthetic creep who then went

back to sleep.

"Now let's try it." The conductor raised his



arm, then brought it down and the tonic was hit.

The left section's stomachs shook, their voices

quivered, some strained almost to a choke, and

others raged with the most demoniacal roars

that have been heard since the dawn of

civilizaiton. And the curdled dissonance grew

worse as they went up the soured scale. Finally,

the whole class merged into a minor chord. It

was the sort of cacophony that might be heard

at a Roman amphitheatre when the Christians

were fed to the lions.

Then the conductor chopped his arm
downward, "Cut! That was beautiful! Man,

you've really got it in you! Let's try it again."

Then the minor chord was hit. "Crescendo!

Crescendo!" cried the four eyed bandmaster.

His hands shook above his head then the

downstroke and all was quiet. The conductor

gazed at the class with a lazy sort of ecstacy in

his eyes and managed to whisper, "Beautiful!

Beautiful! Beautiful!" He lifted his specks

enough to reach his finger to a tear that was
trying to seep out of his eye, and with a snifle

he gave a formal address to the class, "I hearby

accept the job of conducting you through this

symphony."
"Whether we want you to or not, right?"

said one of the girls who sat back triumphantly

in her chair.

"Yeah, it seems to me that you had that in

mind before we even started," said an

anonymous voice casually.
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The skinny kid defended his self-appointed

position as conductor, "Listen, where would

you all be if I wasn't up here leading you

through this symphony?"
"In great peace," came a reply from the

back of the room, followed by laughter from the

class.

The conductor was now angry.

"Okay, Beanpole, keep your cool. We're

only joshin' ya."

Then the bright student inquired, "Hey
Wilbur, don't it seem like someone would hear

all this noise?"

"This what?" Wilbur's deranged taste was
offended.

"I didn't. . . mean. . . uh. . . oh doggonit."

Then the brighter student offered his

sarcastic help once again, "Klondike, explain in

great, great detail so that he'll understand why
no one can hear us."

"Well, its like this: Ya see, the only other

room in this wing is the P.E., except for

Madison's electronics room, which we all know
is presently unoccupied. .

."

Come on Klondike, confine your words to

five letters or else you'll be defeating your

purpose in trying to reach our beloved Dum-
Dum."

"Right." He turned back to the bright one.

"We all know that there is no one in his room at

this early hour. And P.E. makes so much noise

that ours is completely isolated from the rest of



the school. Plus, Shorty is guarding the hall. Ya
dig, man?"

He replied disgustedly, "Yeah, man."

"Good boy."

Then the conductor stepped in, "Come on,

we can't keep getting off on tangents."

"How did we get from music to verbs?"

"That's transient!"

"I thought that's what I said."

"I don't care, I said tangent."

"So ya left out the 'r', big deal. We give ya

three chances in this class."

A few of the smarter ones laughed. Then a

couple of stupid ones laughed for the fun of it.

Betty-Ann spoke up. "The word is tran-

sitive."

"What difference does it make?" The
conductor was beginning to plead.

"The difference of what, three apples from

ten apples, or six oranges from twenty

oranges?" "I missed 'em both on Mr. Millon's

math test, so I couldn't say."

"I missed those too. I think they were trick

questions."

Then the bungling bandleader began

beating his desk and crying dryly.

Betty-Ann spoke again. "He means what's

the difference what the word is."

"Oh I see. I think the answer is four."

"I bet a dime."

"Ya gotta admit, Betty-Ann's pretty smart."

"Hey Betty-baby, Johnny-baby thinks

you're pretty."

"Hark, the sound of wedding bells I hear.

Hey Johnny, can ya hear 'em?"

Johnny smacked his lips in disgust, "Why
don't you shut your mouth? You're making the

airstink."

The more they clowned, the louder they

grew. The conductor recovered himself long

enough to rebuke the class, "Can't you be

quiet? For five solid minutes I've been trying to

address you guys."

"A dress, yeah. I didn't notice the dress ya

got on Betty-Ann."

Frustration was twisting the conductor's

face like silly puddy. On the verge of a mental

breakdown, he began reciting some magic
words that a Baptist soul-saver taught him

about a week before. He tilted his head upward,

"Lord, I humbly deliver myself to you in

repentance. .

."

"Yeah, Betty. Ya know, that dress doesn't

do you justice — it shows too much!" And the

laughter roared on.

Then one kid, eager to get back in the

swing of things, noticed the conductor still

reciting the magic words, "Hey look! Wilbur's

trying to bring us rain!"

The conductor's eyes went wild. He flung

his head back and shrilled at the top of his

lungs. The rest of the class joined in with their

demented insanities, each one trying to out do
the other. Everyone took advantage of the

situation and used it as that climax that they

had been rehearsing for prematurely. They must

have acquired some sense of improvisation

from their rehearsals though, because there

was some order to it: the driving rhythms, the

inter-weaving of ghastly screams, and cussing

the teacher in an ascending riTt were almost in

key. It was still cacophony, but it did have some
order. They were really getting involved in it: the

conductor was pulling his hair out as he

alternated screams between "C" and "C" sharp

of the next octave. Some were gnawing at their

desks with great hatred and abhorrance as they

let out karate shouts in "E". Another group in

one corner sounded like an Arrapahoe war

party, with a free-for-all in major and minor keys

and Cornwall was sitting in the corner with his

tongue hanging diagonally across his chin,

plateaued on a "C" sharp-natural." At last the

whole thing ended up in the "C minor" chord. It

bellowed like an excerpt from a Bach fugue.

The conductor raised up from beating his

head on the floor and looked on with eyes that

were gazing with that ecstatic expression he

had previously.

Suddenly all noise ceased. Everyone's

attention was on the conductor. Their smiles

were subtle but radiant. It looked like some sort

of spontaneous awakening.

The conductor, with wide eyes and mouth
hanging open, whispered as before,

"Beautiful." But he couldn't say any more
because the euphoria was too great.

They all took their seats in slow motion.

The conductor picked himself off the floor and

seated himself at his desk.

The intriguing silence lasted for about five

minutes. One by one they began relating to

each other.

The bright one, "Wow! The world could

make fun of me and I couldn't care less!"

The brighter one, "For the first time in my
life I don't have the urge to be witty any more!"

Betty-Ann, "For the first time in my life I

actually feel pretty!"

Jonathan, "For the first time in my life, I

think you are!"

None of this seemed new to Cornwall

because he was ecstacized by the wine ever

since class began. He cuddled himself in his



corner and signed ott.

The skinny kid sat in his seat and nodded
his head decisively, then looked toward the

ceiling and spoke, "I'm definitely going to be a

conductor."

The short kid that had been guarding the

window turned toward the conductor, "Ya know
Wilbur, we would have never succeeded with

our symphony if you . . . well, if you hadn't went
berzerk like you did."

The conductor rested his head in his

clasped hands contentedly.

The class had come most of the way out of

their entrancement by this time, and had
become calm and peaceful.

Footsteps were heard coming down the

hall and Klondike reached over to Cornwall and
shook him, "Hey Cornwall, I think she's

coming!"

Cornwall lifted his head but his eyes
remained closed.

The footsteps scuffed as they paused in

front of the door. The door swung open and a

skinny, gray-haired old lady stepped in. She was
immediately struck by the contentment of the

students, which was marked by their peaceful

smiles. She raised one of her crooked eyebrows
and surveyed them suspiciously as she walked

to her desk. She noticed a few things were out

of place. As she approached the first row of

desks, she put her hands on her hips and
narrowed her eyes sadistically and inquired,

"What went on in here while I was gone? Who
can I credit this arrangement to?"

She walked along the front row still sur-

veying them, like a Nazi officer surveying a

platoon of new prisoners. "I'm going to get to

the bottom of this. I think I'll have your good
friend the principal come down here and share

my fun with me."
The class was undisturbed by her threats

and maintained a passive frame of mind. She
was completely bewildered and grew sterner

and louder, "What's going on here? Come on, I

want some answers! You've never been this

good and my suspicions are growing wilder by

the minute! Did ya kill somebody?" She knew it

wasn't so — in fact she sensed that nothing

was wrong at all. There were no expressions of

guilt. This bothered her tremendously. It

seemed as though she wanted a war she
couldn't have. "I'm telling you, ya better act

right! Scream, bust windows, do anything but

act normal! I don't like the looks of this!"

She began backing away from the class,

and as she passed her desk she clutched
nervously to anything she could grasp. Fear

was evident in her eyes. Her lips started to

tremble, and she began to panic. She started

running her long shaky witch's hands through

her hair, "I'll call the police!" When she realized

that all her threats were vain, she bellowed a

ghastly moan. Her scream arched all the way
from the fourth octave above middle "C" to the

fourth octave below middle "C".

For the first time in ten minutes the class

broke their silence to applaud her — in fact

they gave her a standing ovation. The teacher

was in too much misery to pay attention to

them. She kept on screaming and the class

continued to applaud.

Finally exhausted, she fell in a chair,

gasped for air, then paused in great wonder.

The agonized expression on her face tran-

sformed magically, into one of great ecstacy —
the same that came over the class at the close

of their "Symphony of Frustration." The whole

class seated itself once again and welcomed
her to their Utopia with happy gentle smiles.

She faced the class and expressed her emotion,

"It's beautiful. I never dreamed of such a

feeling — such a contentment!" She and the

class sat quietly and nursed on their great joy.

The bell rang and the halls were im-

mediately filled with scurrying students and

teachers. Within the closed doors of room 110,

all remained quiet and calm.
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Fifty Years Deep

All his ambitions

are stuck in reverse.

All his lover's red roses

liedyin'of thirst.

Opportunity mumbles

a speech about dreams.

Still way of earshot

Security screams.

But the kindly old memories

of yesterday sleep

in a garden of comfort

down fifty years deep.

Can it be any wonder

he goes there a lot

to hide from the stranger

who knows what he's not?

He plays the piano.

The songs are the same,

But the fingers are clumsy.

The music's in vain.

If anyone's listening

he's never aware

of the notes that are missing

cause he's not really there.

He's happy and safe

in the place that he keeps

when he stares at the keyboard

down fifty years deep.

Out in the living room

everyone s blind.

Nobody sees

there's a world in his mind.

My runaway Grandfather

never did know
I wished I could be

in the place where he'd go . .

.

Wished I could hear it

when he played his best,

when he only knew the chorus

and made up the rest . .

.

when the chords would ring out

and the ladies would dance,

and he'd never give up

if he still had a chance.

(His dreams never died

They were passed down to me.)

... (Tlike Barra
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a piano bar

with crowd of drunks

who barely hear the words

is a crowded room

that fills with gloom

an empty place of endless doom.

player goes on

and singer, sings songs

but words

do not linger.

a room full of drunks

who don't know the tune

of broken dreams and

crowded rooms . . .

. . . Debbie fTlcfarfand
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Ninety Proof

The stray cat's taken refuge

from the storm that hit the street.

I thought you said, "I love you" . . .

guess you're talkin' in your sleep.

The rain is in the drainpipe,

playin' music off the roof.

The wind just blew the winter in

and you're snorin' ninety proof.

Let tomorrow be the chaser,

for this whiskey love tonight.

But you'll wonder how you got here,

wonder if it's right.

So for now I'll sing a love song,

while we're higher than the moon.

There'll be time for blues

when we wake up tomorrow afternoon.

Did you celebrate or drown your sorrows,

what made you wind up there?

Did you go for entertainment,

or did you really care

about the singer on the stage

keepin' half an eye on you

who saw you when you passed out,

and knew exactly what to do?

We'll let tomorrow be the chaser,

for this whiskey love tonight.

But I wonder what'll happen,

when I see you in the light.

Thinkin' "Hell, you might be married,

have a house that's full of kids,

oryou might've slept with anyone . . .

I guess that's what you did
"

Now, the stray cat's taken refuge,

from the storm that hit the street.

I thought you said, "I love you"

guess you were talkin' in your sleep

The rain is in the drainpipe,

playin' music off the roof.

And the wind just blew the winter in,

and you're snorin' ninety proof

Art by Ixia Zamlut fTlike Barra



I am a pond at night.

Frogs crash into my moon
Shattering it into a million pieces-

Each time I regain calm

And wait for the next attack.

. . . fTlona Graves
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/ think, perhaps,

the best way to cry

is to lie awake at night

and listen . .

.

for the wind also cries at night,

and I always did like company.

. . . Cathy Cummings

It's quiet now.

They've all gone

to be with someone,

to talk about something,

to laugh,

to cry,

to touch.

Here, alone

the emptyness mocks me
as I tremble in silence

and reach out to the shadows-

for peace.

Prt by Sovrbwa &<\ror\\ . . . fTlona Graves
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Like a hungry spider •
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stalking its prey
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you stare '-.-'

then attack.
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And 1 feel my soul

being stripped naked '^y^f'-r

by your burning eyes ,'M
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and words of lunacy ' *i'-

that pour from your mouth
mocking my weakness. '•••-
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I escape

to my introverted world

of silence

and you become indignant,

releasing your well rehearsed

Scorpio-woman sarcasm

which crawls over my body

and devours every last

morsel

of my dreams.

But, I always seem

to salvage just enough

to build upon for a while

Until the spider returns

hungry . .

.

as before.
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Leo Lady

She's a benevolent queen.

But one dares not step on her sensitive paws,

Or beastly, jungle-born cat will use her deadly claws.

Photograph by Barbara Casey

She builds a solid surrounding wall with regal pride.

Only the truest of loves does she allow inside.

Sunny, lovely Leo Lady outshines the brightest light.

This sun-star can make day out of darkest night.

Hence, lioness roars when loneliness brings pain.

Though gentleness crowns her royal mane.

. . . Elice Kahn



Imprints

In the cool, fresh clearness of dawn,

I run silently

Leaving soft, naked footprints

in the wet sand.

I never know where I'm running to.

I only know
I begin where I end.

In between is only the past.

Like the tide,

My mind sometimes rushes

To wash away
Imprints ofyesterday.

. . . Elice Kahn
There Are Times

There are times

when creativity dwindles,

and the beautiful dreams

of snowf lakes melt into

the stark reality of water.

I am drowning in a sea of facts.

Clouds
. . . Joe Gardner

Clouds stretched out

to hold the beach on their fingertips.

The forbidding wind slapped them.

Clouds wept

relinquishing their torment.

Winds subsided,

and the clouds were no more.

. . . Jim Camp



Hoods
Of

The

Tide

. . . Juana Hopper

Hands of the tide come knocking

At my eyes to wake me,

Then roll back into the distance

After snatching my mind

Helpless in their grasp.

They rush away fast, faster, faster,

From solid nurturing rocks . .

.

Although my mind is learning to swim

It always comes crashing back

Into a cradle of rock

In the womb of some open bay.
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Then, heated breath of ages

Slobbers alluring echoes

Of ancient voices.

Tides disperse,

And my mind drifts frozen in eternal anarchy

Spin of seven winds

Beats it to the ground

Below walls of the house of madness.

Ten horse drag it

Through gravel roads,

Up steep stairs, down long halls,

Through cold damp rooms,

Landscaped with rumpled sheets

Stained with love.

??*•«.,

Later, I touch inside

Deep red-brown scabs,

Rust left by thoughts

Coagulated in place,

Buried for too long

In Memory's abandoned lots.

I bury them once more

In the pits behind my eyes . . .

Rust turns to flaming orange glow

In which circle of fluorescent colors

(Greens and blues) flash and slip by

Scars left in my eyes

From staring into intense light . . .
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There once was a child

Who lived near the sea

Who saw God in the sunrise

And knew who to be.

There once was a schoolgirl

Who followed the rules

Who knew the key to success

Was to use the right tools.
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There once was a teen

Who hoped to right wrongs
Who had everything

For which her heart longed.

There is a young woman
Who longs to be free

Who replies when questioned,

"I just want to be me!" . . . Jude Stager
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The night air was thin; the old Rambler
chugged violently up the hill protesting the

cold. Joe Oberly pushed the gas pedal harder,

and the engine screamed. Looking out the side

window, Joe saw the tall evergreens swaying
wildly in the wind. Above them were the stars,

crowding the moonless sky. When he stopped
the car, Joe stepped out into the cold, his head
tipped back for a full view of their sparkling

splendor. Then, he got that funny feeling again.

The stars he thought, were watching him,

winking at him. They were like spectators in the

stands, edging closer for a better view, and he
was the show. Also, he had the uneasy feeling

that they were laughing at him, but he couldn't

tell if it was in amusement or in contempt.
Turning his back on these companions,

Joe headed towards the observatory, a dark

dome waiting for his touch to bring it to life. A
key in the door, a flip of the light switch, and
Joe was once again comfortable in his home-
away-from- home. The plain faced clock on the

wall read 10:04. It's ticking was the only sound
echoing in the large metal room.

"Hello there." Joe's calm voice broke the
silence. "Ready to get to work?" This question
was directed to the elaborate telescope. Of
course.it didn't answer, but Joe said "Good,"
and gave it a friendly pat anyway.

On weekdays, Joe encountered other
scientists here, but Saturday nights were his

alone. He was growing increasingly ap-

preciative of the solitude. Slaps on the back and

questions such as "How's the wife and kids?"

seemed meaningless and delayed work. Joe
was disturbed by his anti-social attitude, or

frequent flights from the common reality, but

he justified his behavior by the importance of

his work.

He had almost convinced himself that he

had everything under control, but his children,

with their simple honest words made him

realize differently. One night, Joe settled down
with a mountain of Astronomy textbooks while

his wife, Terri, washed the dinner dishes.

Donald spread his second grade homework
across the living room floor, and not wanting to

be left out of the study session, four year old

Holly picked up one of her father's books and

looked at pictures of the milky way.

"Daddy," she said thoughtfully, after a

while, "Do you think we'll ever get to the stars?

Daddy, do you think we will?"

Joe was so absorbed in his reading, he did

not hear his daughter's question, but somehow
he did hear Donald's reply in his disturbingly

perceptive manner, "I don't know if we'll ever

get to the stars, Hoi, but I think the stars 'get to'

Dad."

The boy rolled on his back, laughing at his

pun. "Ha, ha! Get it? Get it?"

Holly looked confused, but Joe brought his

book up closer to his face to hide the fact that

he had 'got it' all too well.



This evening in the lab, to keep from

thinking of such things, Joe began to work
immediately. He started to prepare the plates

and adjust the equipment before climbing into

the tremendous telescope to take the precise

spectral photos of the heavenlies needed for

his project. The University had granted him a

one year sabatical to do research on stellar

composition because Joe had formulated a

revolutionary theory. If proven, it would mean
great changes in scientific thought and
possible answers to the origin of the galaxy.

In the beginning, Joe had been over-

whelmed with his discovery; he would get his

name in textbooks or journals, and could win a

Nobel prize. He daydreamed of great scientists

of the future talking about "The Oberly Spectral

Phenomenon". It wasn't until Joe began
spending his nights in the bowels of the

telescope that his desire for personal glory

became dwarfted. The stars, in the silence of

their twinkling, told him the truth: that the glory

of the phenomenon belonged to them alone, not

to him, or any other living being. At best, he was
merely a prophet.

Also, the stars told him many other things

during their long hours together, and each night

Joe was anxious to visit with them again. When
the clock on the wall ticked 12:10, Joe zipped

up his thermal jacket, and with a deep breath of

expectation, pushed the control button to open
the ceiling and let in the universe. It came in

Chris Hodul

with a cold gust of wind and the far away
sounds of night animals in the mountains. Joe
did not listen to these. Instead, he set the

controls of the telescope so that its mighty eye
would follow Taurus, the constellation

currently being studied, as it moved across the

deep sky.

Joe took his thermos of coffee in one hand
and an Astronomy journal in the other. The
soles of his tennis shoes made a dull thumping
noise as he walked across the floor to stand

beside the telescope. He looked up at the stars,

particularly those of Taurus, raised his hand
and shook the Astronomy journal at them. "I

want to see helium lines tonight," he told his

captive audience. "A lot of helium lines, with a

red doppler shift. You too, Alpha Tauri; don't

think you can be an exception to the rule. I hope
you understand. Okay?"

It was a space ship like compartment, with

a full board of controls that blinked and buzzed

under the proper stimuli. He sat in the large

leather chair and checked the dials.

The first switch he flipped was for the tape

deck. The designers of this marvelous machine
were sensitive enough to include musical

company for the lengthy hours men spent here,

waiting for light to gather on photographic

plates or for stars to travel across their

prescribed paths. During his first nights in the

telescope, Joe listened to popular tunes.

Before long, however, the trite rhymes and

Art by Juana Hopper



nonsensical "oohh's" "aahh's" and "baby,

baby, baby's" became ridiculous in comparison

to the eternal mystery of his view. Realizing that

any mortal art would be inadequate in com-
parison, Joe decided at least to lessen the

discrepancy — if he could not relieve it

altogether — by playing tapes of great classical

music.

Tonight, Arthur Fiedler led the Boston
Symphony in Beethoven's Third, while Joe
conducted his telescope, until it did precisely

what he wanted it to — take intense spectral

readings of the Northern sky. "Smile pretty," he

told the stars. "Say cheese." Then he sat back,

comfortably, and before long, the thoughts

began to flow.

When he looked at the stars and listened to

the music, the thoughts always came, whether
he wanted them to or not. He was never really

sure how he felt about these private

philosophical times. Somehow, they reminded

him of a rollercoasterjride, frightening, yet fun,

or of the dreams he always had about the ocean
drying up; it was an odd, uncomfortable feeling

to see the bottom, and yet, at the same time, a

wonder. Alone in the telescope, Joe considered

the immensity of the Universe, the fragility of

that pin-head of matter called Earth, and the

insignificance of man in comparison to it all.

This, too, was an uncomfortable wonder.

It might not have been so bad if he was
able to confine these thoughts to the

telescope, but they became and integral part of

his philosophy and came out in the most
unusual forms when least expected.

At times, Terri couldn't deal with her

husband's sudden peculiarities. When he came
home one morning at 4:30, ran into the

bedroom, shook her out of her sleep and

demanded, "Terri, do you think there's life on

other planets?" She could only look at the

alarm clock, bury her head in the pillow and

moan. "Joe. . . why is it lately I feel more and
more like Richard Dreyfuss' wife in 'Close

Encounters'?"

"Terri, this is serious," he insisted. "What
do you think?"

"I don't know," she said shortly. "You tell

me. You're the scientist; you're 'Joe Galaxy'.

What does it matter anyway?"
"It matters," he assured, pacing the room.

"I think we almost have to believe that there's

life out there, if we're going to feel any

significance at all. I mean, to think that life just

— happened — only on this one little pin head

of matter in the Universe —
"Joe," Terri demanded. "Come to bed."

"Joe, you're crazy! It's almost five in the

morning. I can't be bothered with the meaning
of life just now. There are more important

things, like sleep."

After that, it got worse. One day, when Joe

woke up the middle of the afternoon, he found a

note from Terri saying that she went grocery

shopping. The idea depressed him. Grocery

shopping seemed like such an insignificant

task. When Terri came home, Joe told her so, as

they put Campbell soup cans in the cupboard.

She simply replied, "Well, we gotta eat."

The kids came inside and watched re-runs

of "Gilligan's Island" on TV. Joe sat in the living

room with one eye on the scientific journal in

his lap, and the other intent upon Mr. Howell

eating a piece of MaryAnn's coconut pie. The
effort to see both made him cross-eyed, and his

depression increased.

It sometimes seemed he was only happy in

the telescope, communing with the stars.

Though Joe realized they were making him

increasingly maladjusted to society, he could

not give up the sessions.

One evening at dinner, Terri gently

suggested that he have somebody, perhaps a

student from the University, help with these

long and tiresome procedures. Joe firmly shook

his head. "No. I want to do this myself. It's my
baby, and I want all the credit."

Though integrity may have been his goal at

first, now it was a case of being unable to resist

the powerful pull of the stars. Joe had a crazy

idea that stuck in their seats high in the sky, the

stars waited for him each night, calling and

winking. He felt close to them, despite the fact

that they were destroying his image as a nor-

mal, sane human being.

The last movement of the Third symphony
began as Joe set the controls for another

photograph. He sat back, stared up the tunnel-

eye of the telescope and thought about con-

cepts of normality.

"What is normal?" he asked himself.

"What's sane or insane?" Here was the

question of reality. The general opinion was
that Campbell soup and TV reruns were its

elements. Joe had put these aside, however, as

he became more involved in the larger reality of

the entire Universe. He could not deal with both

realities at the same time; he knew he was



having a reality crisis.

Because of his preoccupation with the

Universe, Joe's concept of size was acute. In

his estimation, galaxies and stars were big, but

the earth, spinning madly through space, and

everything on it — everything that composed
this accepted 'reality' — was incredibly small in

comparison. Insects fascinated Joe now, and

he would sometimes watch a fly for as many
motionless minutes as it crawled up his arm.

Joe saw more similarities between himself and

a fly than he ever would admit.

Sitting in the telescope, his thoughts were

so intent that his mind left him, climbed layers

of atmosphere, and became a star. He looked

down at the earth and saw it more clearly than

an astronaut might. He thought, with a mixed
sense of dread and wonder, ".

. . how incredibly

small; how terribly insignificant. .

."

He saw the billions of people as shaking

marbles in a box. He heard them all talking at

once, but no words were distinct. They blended

together forming a constant, dissonant mur-

mur.

He looked closer and saw people in

London going to the theater, children in Africa

crying for food, young men in Russia training

for the military, young men in America doing

the same. It was all meaningless. Artists

painted pictures; singers sang songs; ar-

chitects built buildings; everything was small

and it didn't matter.

Joe swirled down closer to the blue ball

suspended in space and hovered directly over

his own town. He saw his wife in the grocery

store, his children playing tag in the school

yard, students walking to classes at the

University, professors standing on podiums,

lecturing as if any of it mattered.

Then he saw himself from above, sitting in

the telescope for hours in the middle of a cold

night, taking pictures of the stars, who were, in

turn, laughing at his great excitement. Was
he . . . meaningless? insignificant?

In an instant, his mind returned to his

body. "What the. .
." he murmured. "Did I. . .?

Where. .
.?" He felt light and odd, somehow

embarrassed, though there was no one there

Joe decided it was time to have a cup of

coffee. A Brandenburg Concerto was playing.

Joe didn't know how much time had passed,
but it seemed only a few minutes. "Two
o'clock," Joe breathed, as he read the control

dial and realized it had been nearly two hours.

The rest of the night passed just as

quickly, but without excitement. Joe read the

Astronomy journal as he worked the controls.

At 4:45, he shut off a Strauss waltz and closed

up the empty thermos. "Another night's work,"

he sighed.

Climbing out of the telescope, he ad-

dressed the stars again, "I hope I've got some
exciting pictures of you guys. Thank you,

you've all been most cooperative."

Joe developed the spectral photographic

plates, "Ahhing" happily when he saw the

helium lines he was looking for. He wondered if

a few more nights' work would confirm the

pattern he was beginning to suspect.

As he sat at the wooden desk he made
plans to study Procyon next week. "If you

cooperate with my theory," he explained, to the

star, viewing it through the opened ceiling, "I'll

be able to start writing my thesis.! This is really

important to me, Procyon. You'll be helpful,

won't you?"

When Joe left the observatory, the loud

clock on the wall read 5:55. He had never stayed

so late before. Outside, though, it was still cold,

the sky was beginning to lighten to a dusty

gray. With his hands shoved deep into his

pockets, Joe stood beside the Rambler and

looked into the last of the night sky. All stars

were now hidden by the approaching day. Only

Venus twinked on the horizon.

In the thin stillness of early morning, Joe

heard something he had never heard before.

The ringing of a church bell rose out of the

valley, announcing an early Sunday service;

people would be leaving their houses to meet
with each other and God. The morning Star

looked at Joe, winking and laughing, but not

unkindly. Joe noticed the ringing and winking

happened at the same time. In his mind, he

strived for a peaceful co-existence of the two.

That harmony came, and in the joy of

discovery, Joe made a conclusion: the reality of

daytime, he thought, exposes the starry night;

the starry night covers the daytime world with

sleep. Each overpowers the other, but both

always exist. And at certain times, as in this

fine clear moment of daybreak, they exist

together in equal beauty and significance.

As Joe got into the Rambler and drove

away from the observatory, toward home, bed
and sleep, he determined that this was what he

must strive for — an early morning philosophy

of his own place in the Universe.



Hey God!
I don't know where we're going

or why we're going there.

It's not that I really mind
it all that much.

But can you just tell me one thing?

When we get there, will we have to

stand at the counter

And show three forms of I.D.?. . . Mona Graves
\

Rrt by Joyce Kasunic



Production

Ad libbed lines into imaginary microphones

on the silver screen invisible

where robots talk, act, and move
in set paths around the stage. . .

.

The curtain is up.

Greasepaint is spilling on the floor.

"The taped singing split

and the splicer is sick,"

says the famous singer

who's tone deaf.

Sex Symbol's makeup
Is dripping from the new lights.

Her silicone is leaking

onto the floor

and making her bikini sag.

The public sits laughing

in shock.

The producer forgets

to produce.

The actors forget their lines.

They all turnaround

to look for the only one on set. .

.

laughing?

Hysterically gasping for air,

sits the actor

who really never was,

who was put in just for

comic Relief.

. . . Jude Stager

'The Human Comedy -

Laugh Track Included"

(with apologies to Saroyan)

Players: Life and its Victims

Actors playing to audiences unseen
Now Appearing:"Morality Play" starring The Human Race
Masques of life and death which cannot be removed
Drift past: look but don't touch

Skid row bum on Wall Street with blue chip Ripple for comfort

War and peace and ABM and IBM and stocks and bonds
Some making living with napalm.

Welfare cases in Cadillacs

Justification for my weekly F.I.C.A.

High-pressure lobby lovers convincing upper-eschleon politicos

to do high-level embezzling

(It's for the good of the country)

Congressman's monthly newsletter saying

"We need more money."

Hail Mary, Mother of Saints

Let me flush my abortion before it's too late

(Sunday sacraments available)

Master's degree, one day from graduation
Leaping eight stories for the first "B" of his life.

Mama eating Alpo on Miami Beach. . .

A comedy of the absurd
A tragedy of the real.

Closing curtain.

. . . flnita Hetzler



One
Generation

Better
Gina Thomas

The confessional was dark. There were no
others in the church on this early Saturday

evening. Quietly Liz knelt in the darkness of the

small room, contemplating just how she would
begin.

She received the signal to start by the

movement of the screen's shutter in the priest's

room next to hers. She could only see his

silhouette as her eyes adjusted to the darkness
and she thought, "How pious he seems."

His voice broke the stillness as he helped
her begin. "Bless me, Father. .

."

Recognizing the familiar confessional

prayer, she started hesitantly. "Bless me,
Father, for I have sinned, it has been. .

." Her
voice trailed off because she could not

remember the last time she had been to con-

fession. In fact, she grew up in an inactive

Catholic family, and had not attended church
regularly since she had received her first

Communion thirteen years ago.

Liz had never felt a need to attend church
or confession, but now everything was dif-

ferent. There was something eating at her, and
she was convinced that confession could make
it go away.

"Father, I can't remember how long. . .but

that's not important. . . I have to confess. .

."

"Yes. Go ahead."

His voice was soft, patient, and not unkind,

she thought.

"Father, I have sinned terribly in the eyes
of the church." Her voice cracked, and she
shivered as she condemned herself. "I have had
an abortion."

After a long pause, his shadow moved and
she heard a faint shuffle. He took a breath.

"This must have sent him," she thought.

"When?" his voice finally asked.

"A year ago. Maybe longer."

"Does your family know?"
Anger and hurt fell to the bottom of her

stomach and rose with each word. "What does
this have to do with my family? I have done this

by choice. I'm talking about me. Why do you ask
that?"

"Please, please," the priest begged. "I'm

sorry. You are right." As he searched for words
there were no sounds from the other side of the

screen.

"Hello? Are you there?"

No answer.

The priest stepped out of his room and
walked over to the confessional door. While
wrestling with his vows to keep the con-

fidence of the confessor, he hesitated. Then he

lightly knocked and pulled the door open to find

no one there.

The sky was gray and overcast, and the fall

air was cool and windy. Walking through the

park Liz thought, "It must have been a day like

this when Mom tried to have me aborted. What
made her reconsider?" Perhaps, it was the year.

After all, it had been almost twenty years ago.

She felt foolish for seeking the Church's ap-

proval. Although abortion was legalized, she

knew no one would receive absolution from the

Catholic Church for one this year.

However, it wasn't this abortion that made
her guilty; it was the fact that she would go
through it again if circumstances were the

same.
She sat on an old bench at the far end of

the park, and let her eyes and mind scan a large

oak tree to the right. She recognized it as the

one she used to climb when things were
simpler. Today, her imagination climbed it,

higher and higher, to the top most branches.

"With each year," she thought, "this tree

gets better."

Liz startled herself with her revelation.

"This is it," she thought. "This is the answer for

a year of confusion and pain. Like a tree, each 1

generation gets better. So next year. .

."
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Price of Empty

Traveling

intrastate highways

reached

by way of weaved
cloverleafs: painted

heatwaves mix with

sun and profuse engine

concoctions,

exits allow intermittent

freedom

between miles.

Shadowed in curves,

eyes touch and

the price of empty

become lowercase

on that boredom drive

in my mind.

. . . Heather Lajewski
Li

Writer's Cramp

or

Is Life What You fTlake It?

Rolling over dry dusty plains in a chuckwagon,

I see the airy green of life in the distance.

I wish I could touch it,

But I keep hitting lousy dry gulches,

And the wagon wheels sink in their holes.

Although I come from Inkville with a pencil on my knee,

I may not make it past this wasteland.

I'm afraid troughs may get deeper, wheels may get stuck,

And I might be attacked by Indians!

Oh, shit!

Why can't I ever find John Wayne when I need him?

. . . flnita Hetzler

Summertime Inventors

Telephone, telegraph wires

carry word paintings near.

Vivid colors unleashed,

voice becomes a breathing

extra large sculpture

which laughs.

The ring broke

(silent night) concentration.

Telephone, telegraph wires

carry word paintings . . .

. . . Heather Lajewski
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Americans

Depressed

We fly around

In our 280 Zs

An orahge one for you

And a red one for me.

We retreat to the West coast

If things get mundane.

Conventional We watch all the bonds rise

And commodities' gains.

Neat little boxes in gray, The pace is so fast

Gray verticals That we're never quite sure

Like business-men suits, If the life that we lead

Gray steel Can really endure.

Like vaults and coffins,

Gray horizontals But we continue this madness

Like dullness . .

.

With a persistant approach

And determinedly run faster

fill of Bits of ourselves

Lost in memory
Should realism encroach.

Those Thoughts In gray cardboard squares . .

.

At night in our bed

With all feeling repressed

These structural restrictions Norman Rockwell couid paint us

All of those thoughts Have confined us "Americans Depressed."

The lines 1 bought Like cars squeezed

Deny me any leisure. In junkyards

Until accidents of life . . . Julie Stewart
Hindsights hangout have ruptured Time,

Create chao c and doubt Poking holes in the gray web
Making movement hopeless. For our words

To make Love in the air.

Past trends now seem clear

And choices, become fears

Inhibiting plausible action. . . . Juana Hopper

To try a new role

Or keep this one that 1 stole

Just what is the winning combination?

At last, an alarm clock sounds.

My feet hit the ground

,

And 1 move through the daze on my treadmill.

. . . Julie Stewart
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Swirling

Swirling in the aftermath of 'used-to-be's',

And dreaming of 'far-aways',

I take bounding leaps into fantasy and back again,

Only to find that no one is there,

And my real world is suffering

From a shortage of heroes.

Raindrops

People are like raindrops.

They touch me lightly

then quickly fall, unnoticed.

You are the one wild drop.

Always eluding me;

the only one I want to hold near.

It is your simplicity

that puzzles me, and warns me . .

never touch a raindrop.

I can only hope that you will not

disappear into the puddle

at my feet.

Poetry by

. . . Ruth Segal



Sharing

Solitude
Billy was sick of people crowding together

in elevators; he was sick of long lines, filth

underfoot and the slow suicide of city life.

So he left. He took the subway. He took a

bus. He hitched a ride, and then another.

Finally, he walked through flat fields, crunching

autumn leaves. "Alone. .
." he thought,

projecting the word into the vast silence.

"Alone. . .and it feels all right."

Then he saw the house. It was a big old

thing — three floors high and over 100 years

old. It's white shingles were covered with dirt,

some windows were broken and the porch,

when he stepped on it, creaked terribly.

"This mess is all mine," he said with a

pleasant sign.

Though Billy was by no means a crazy

person, he did occasionally do crazy things.

This house was proof of that. One lazy Saturday

afternoon last summer, when he thought the

heat of the city would drive him berserk, he

escaped into the country. While walking, he

saw a house, displaying a large "For Sale" sign.

After a half hour conversation with a quaint

gray-haired couple, the house was his. He could

never figure out why he had acted so spon-

taneously. The price had been right, but what

was he to do with such an ancient place?

Perhaps even then he could foresee a time

— this time — when he would have to escape
from the city for good. When he opened the

front door, it fell off. He laid it against the side

of the house, laughing and cursing.

But he did not regret being there.

The next morning, after a sound but un-

comfortable sleep on the living room floor, Billy

was ready to face the challenge. He made the

mile trek into town and bought a bed, food,

paint, window panes, tools, a new front door,

and other assorted necessities from the local

store. Money was no problem. He was quite

wealthy; he spent his life in hard work.

Now he was jobless and free. His only

concern was remodeling his house. For the

next two weeks, he devoted his energy totally

to that task. He spent his time in silent solitude,

glad for the opportunity to unwind. After so
much city life, he knew it would be a long time

before he was lonesome for others. He con-

sidered the human race to be rather repulsive.

After a few days, another crazy feeling

came over him and he felt he had to have a

horse. He had never had one before, and knew
very little about them, but, nonetheless, he

prepared the barn and Johnson moved in. A
man from town came and told him about hor-

ses. Once, he understood the animal, Billy and
Johnson got along just fine.

Occasionally, they took long rides together

in the woods, but Billy prefered to devote

himself primarily to his house. Every hour of

work made him feel closer to it. Working with

his hands afforded him a certain peace of mind.

He knew he would have to find a job, but he

couldn't drag himself away from a project long

enough to look for one. As far as he was con-

cerned, the busy, untroubled solitude of these

days could go on indefinitely.

Of course, it didn't.

Billy was under the kitchen sink, working

on the plumbing when he heard knocking on
the front door. It startled him, for he had never

heard the sound before. Wondering who it



could be, he got up to answer it.

A plump little man smiled and waved.

"Billyboy!"

Billy sighed. "Uncle George." He was less

than enthusiastic.

"Long time, no see! How've you been?"

"Uncle George, how did you know I was
here?" he wearily wondered. He had tried his

hardest to remain aloof.

"Oh, Billy, Billy," the man said, walking

into the house while glancing around, "You
know it's not right to hide on your relatives." He
turned and clapped his hands. "Family!" he

proclaimed, "Gotta stick together."

Billy restrained his comment on "family."

"Won't you come in, Uncle George?" he

asked sarcastically. When he plopped down on

the old couch, Billy added in the same tone,

"Won't you sit down?"
Uncle George was either so dumb he didn't

notice Billy's attitude, or he was smart enough
to ignore it.

"Billy," Uncle George began, getting right

to the point.

"I come to extend my deepest sympathy.

My family and I grieve with you."

"About what?" Billy asked, confused.

"Oh! Oh! You haven't heard? You mean---"

Uncle George said. "Well of course you haven't

heard, how stupid of me. You've locked yourself

up in this monstrosity, shut out the world, no
TV, no radio either, I suppose, or newspapers,

how could you possibly--?"

"Uncle George," Billy demanded im-

pariently. "What happened?"
"Your brother," the older man said soberly,

"and his wife were killed in a plane crash a

week ago."

Billy sat motionless. "Oh," he said.

Then he thought half-brother. Tom had

only been his half-brother, his father's son from

a previous marriage. There were ten years

between them, so they had never been very

close. Space had also kept them apart. Tom had

lived in Idaho with his wife — Marilyn, Mary Ann
— he couldn't even remember her name — and
with their boy —

"The boy!" Billy exclaimed suddenly.

"What about the boy?"

Uncle George nodded. "I'm getting to that

right now. Andrew is twelve years old, but

extremely intelligent for his age. Anyway, he's

taking it rather well, but the real question is

what's to become of him?"
Billy narrowed his eyes. So this was it;

Uncle George dropped in to ask a favor.

"Tom and Marianne had no will, you see.

Well, they were so young — 38 he was — they

never thought, anyway you and I are the only

remaining relatives. Legally, you have custody
of the child-"

Billy panicked. "No, no, wait," he in-

terrupted. "I'm not sure, but I think it's you. You
have a wife and kids of your own; you're in an

established business. You make good money.
You could take care of the kid."

"But your his uncle. I'm only a great uncle.

That means much less."

"But I'm not even married!" Billy

protested. "And I'm not dependable. I take risks

— this house for instance. I don't even have a

job-"
"You'll have to find one," Uncle George

dryly interrupted.

"But what do I know about kids?" Billy

demanded frantically. "Besides, I don't even

want him!" He sat back, upset and troubled.

This whole thing had come at him too fast. He
wished his uncle would go away so he could

think it over.

"Billy," Uncle George announced
solemnly, "I know my sister tried her best with

you. I know she wanted you to be a good person

and always do the right thing. That's why it

surprises me that I must remind you that it is

your Christian duty--"

"Don't talk to me about Christian duty!"

Billy exploded, "I don't want to hear it!"

"But Billy-"

"Get out! Get out of my house! You stink

as bad as I do when it comes to Christian duty,

so get out of my house! Out!"

Billy chased him out like a pesty fly. He
slammed the door so hard behind him that the

open front porch window came crashing

closed. Billy stood still, looking at it, thinking

about fixing it, thinking about the sink, thinking

about lunch, thinking about taking a ride on
Johnson later in the afternoon.

Thinking about anything to keep from

feeling guilty.

The next day Billy worked on the roof. The
day after, he painted the kitchen. These things

he did, as always, in complete silence. The
silence grew like a pleasant circle around him.

He knew now that he got away from the

city how bad it had done him in. In these last

weeks, the space and lack of faces had been so
calming. When he went into town to buy food
for the house, he met verv few people.



Of all the faces, one stood out clearly in his

mind; it was the pudgy countenance of his

Uncle George. As he walked into town Friday

morning, he thought of him, and of his nephew,
Andrew, who he never met. As his feet crushed

colorful leaves and the wind pressed against

him, he wondered what the boy was like.

When, two days later, he heard a knocking

at his door, he knew it was Uncle George again.

"Damn!" he swore, throwing his paint brush on
the newspapered floor. It was early Sunday
afternoon; he had just begun painting the living

room walls. Now he doubted they would be

done by the end of the day.

Spread across the front door, Uncle

George offerd a saccharin grin. "Good mor-

ning!"

"What do you want now?" Billy asked.

Then he noticed the boy, quitely standing

off to the side, looking as if he wished he could

disappear. He was slight, with brown curls and

thick imposing glasses. His expression

revealed sorrow about the recent past and
hostility toward the present moment.

"I've brought Andrew," Uncle George
explained immediately. "I thought I'd leave him
here while I attend to some business."

Billy held back his annoyance. "Couldn't

you have left him at home with your family?" he

asked, carefully.

"Oh! But he loves the country. Don't you
Andrew? May we come in?"

The intruders stepped into the

disassembled living room. Andrew sat on the

couch with his arms crossed. Billy wiped his

hands on his paint splattered pants. "I'm kind

of busy right now. .
." he began.

"Perfectly all right," Uncle George
assured. "Andrew will be no trouble. Besides, I

won't be long at all. I must run now. Enjoy

yourselves." With those words, he escaped.

For an awkward moment, Billy and Andrew
stared at each other. They both resented being

shoved together like this.

Finally, for lack of anything else to say,

Billy asked, "You like horses, Kid?"

Sensing a relief from the icy atmosphere of

this room, Andrew replied shortly, "Yeah."

"I've got a horse," Billy said. "Do you want
me to saddle him up for you?"

"Yeah," Andrew repeated.

They went out to the barn, hardly speaking.

Billy only said, "You ride around for a while and
when you get back maybe it will be time for you

to go. I've got a lot of work to do."

Andrew petted the horse. "What's his

name?" he asked.

"Johnson," Billy answered. "I've only had

him a few weeks, so you take good care of

him."

"All right."

Andrew and Johnson took off. Billy wat-

ched them disappear down the road. Then he

went back into the house. He attacked the walls

with paint and cursed his uncle with every

stroke of the brush. After he had released his

anger, he decided he really didn't mind the boy
being around. In fact, he imagined he actually

liked the kid, even though he hardly knew him.

Billy finished painting the living room. Still,

boy and horse had not returned. Uncle George
came back and the two men exchanged words,

but Billy could not fight with full enthusiasm.

He went outside to work on the broken shingles

on the back of the house. His mind was full of

all kinds of crazy thoughts, he was still con-

fused.

The sun was a low orange blaze in the sky

when Andrew and the animal galloped into the

backyard. Andrew was winded, his face

flushed. Billy stood up and came over to them.

"Whoa!" he said. "What's the big hurry?"

"Am I late?" Andrew exclaimed.

"Late for what?" Billy asked.

"Uncle George."

"Uncle George was here a while ago," Billy

said. "He came and left again."

Andrew got off the horse. "Oh."

"He said he'll come back to get you in a

little while."

Andrew was silent, then let out a disap-

pointed, "Oh."

Billy smiled knowlingly. "All right," he

said. "What's wrong with Uncle George?"
"You know," the boy shrugged. "He's such

an egg."

Billy laughed. "You put it real well — real

well."

Andrew glanced at him, wondering if he

had found someone who truly shared his

feeling.

"A real egg," Billy repeated. "Very good,

Andrew; very perceptive."

For the next few minutes they each

complained about Uncle George, telling of

incidents in which the man had revealed his

stupidity. When the last frustration had been

released, both felt confident that they were on



the same team.

Billy led the horse into the barn. He handed

Andrew a bowl. "Go fill this up with water. The
faucet's just around the corner."

Andrew came back and placed the bowl of

water on the ground near Johnson.

"Now you're all provided for," Billy said,

patting the horse. "Good night, Johnson."

They closed the barn.

"I've got a little more work to do before the

sun goes down," Billy said. "Do you want to

help?"

"What could I do?"
Billy explained how he was nailing in

shingles wherever one was missing. "You can

finish up back here," he said, "I'll do this side of

the house."

"I don't know if I'll be able to do it too

well," Andrew warned. "I don't work with tools

that much. I'm not even that strong. Mostly I

read books and stuff."

Billy caught his message. "Don't worry

about it. Just do your best."

They worked silently for ten minutes, then

twilight covered them.

"Okay," Billy called from around the corner

of the house. "That's enough for today." He
came around and inspected some of Andrew's
work. "Well, that's real nice," he said. "It's

straight, and firm. Looks good to me."

"Thanks," Andrew said, a bit embarrassed
by the attention.

"You know," Billy said, "I think you'll be a

good worker." They stood together in the ap-

proaching darkness, looking at the shingles on
the house. "How'd you like to stick around for a

while?"

Andrew hesitated. "I don't want to get in

your way."

"Aw, listen," Billy assured. "There's

enough room for the both of us here. If you're

ever in my way, I'll just tell you so. Fair

enough?"
"I guess. .

." Andrew said, his voice drif-

ting off. Suddenly he asked, "Will I have to go to

school?"

Billy considered. "Not for a while — not if

you don't want to."

Slowly, Andrew nodded. "Well, all right."

"AM rignt," Billy said with a grin. "Listen,

are you hungry?"

"You bet."

They stepped out of the dark and into the
warm security of their house.

Andrew came down the stairs in his

pajamas and bathrobe. "I'm going to bed, now,"

he announced. "Good night, Uncle Billy."

From the middle of the living room couch,

Billy sent back "Yeah, yeah, good night." He
frowned then, and added, "Hey, Andrew?"

His nephew came closer. "Yes?"
"Well, you see, kid," Billy began, groping

for words. "I was wondering what you like to be

called. I mean, should I call you Andy? Do you

have any nicknames? I mean, what would you

like to be called?"

The boy thought a moment, then an-

swered. "Andrew," he said.

Billy nodded. "All right." He paused again,

then said, "Uh--there is one thing—with this

'Uncle Billy' stuff. Maybe you could just call me
Billy. All right? We can drop the 'Uncle' part.

"Okay," Andrew agreed.

"That sounds so — superior or

something," Billy continued. "Do you know
what I mean? We don't have to make a big deal.

We can just be like friends."

Andrew smiled. Billy supposed it was the

first time he had ever seen him do it. "Okay," he

said again. "Good night, Billy."

"Good night, Andrew."
When the boy had gone upstairs, Billy shut

off all the lights and went back to the couch. He
sat in darkness, alone, and it felt all right. It also

felt all right to know that Andrew was upstairs,

going to sleep. Billy had a feeling they were
going to get along just fine. He didn't really

mind having the kid around. It meant he would
have to find a job — but so what? He would
have had to do that anyway.

Things, he knew, were going to be different

from now on, but that was fine too. He only

needed to know, as he knew now, that solitude

could be found, just in case he ever needed it.

Chris Hodyl
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Tomorrow

By this time tomorrow

there will have been

one cry of pain,

laugh of joy,

smile of warmth,

touch of beauty,

creation,

destruction,

realistic idea,

fantastic dream,

fight out of fear or hate,

embrace out of love,

. . . Cathy Hoskins

and a memory of yesterday
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The last man on earth. .

.

Is that better or worse
Than being the first?

. . .Kathy Denman
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